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ABSTRACT 

DETERMINING FLOOD PRONE AREAS FOR AN UNGAUGED BASIN USING 
SOFT DATA AND TOPOGRAPHIC WETNESS INDEX 

Manal Omar Aburizaiza, Ph.D. 

George Mason University, 2019 

Dissertation Director: Dr. Paul Houser 

 

The rapid urban development in the basins of the city of Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, makes the 

residential area in the watershed vulnerable to flood hazards. Traditional flood models 

rely on data calibration to provide useful runoff estimation, but such data is not available 

in the ungagged basins of Jeddah. Therefore, this research aims to examine the feasibility 

of integrating soft data and topographic data in order to determine the flood-prone areas 

for an ungauged basin in Jeddah. It proposes a method to extract qualitative flood 

information such as spatial extent and flood depth from soft data obtained from social 

media platforms (Twitter and YouTube) and field visits. To obtain flood information 

from social media, the analysis considers three kinds of social media posts: text, visual, 

and audio. The information obtained is validated during field visits. Next, the utility of 

the extracted information is examined by analyzing the spatial distribution of the soft data 

on the generated Topographic Wetness Index (TWI) maps. The TWI method is a 
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distributed method that is used to estimate the potential for water accumulation in a 

certain area in the catchment by estimating the hydrological slope and the upslope of the 

contributing catchment area. The risk area is determined based on the locations of high 

urban density in the watershed that are exposed to the locations with high potential for 

water accumulation. Finally, a flood hazard map is generated based on the risk area and 

the spatial distribution of the soft data. Based on the map, social media gives better 

results for a high-density urbanized area, while field visits give additional spatial 

information for lower-density and non-urbanized areas. Soft data is an important data 

resource in gaining flood information and determining flood-prone areas for an ungauged 

basin. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Problem Description 

Floods are naturally-occurring events that often result in human casualties and 

extensive property damage; floods can create a lasting impact on the social, 

environmental, and economic aspects of society. Jonkman and Kelman (2005) report that 

between 1905 and 2005, floods killed an estimated 100,000 people and affected an 

estimated 1.4 billion people globally. Although floods are often difficult to predict and 

manage, the cost of property damage and the number of human causalities can be reduced 

by effectively managing floods and addressing flood risks. One way of mitigating flood 

damage is to direct floodwater to a location where it can be stored for later use or be 

safely drained into the sea or a remote area.  

Effective mitigation techniques are not geographically exclusive and can be used 

around the world. According to the Saudi Geological Survey, Saudi Arabia is a large arid 

country with an area of approximately 2.8 million km² and a population of 33,554,343. 

This study covers flood mitigation in the Qous basin located in Jeddah province in the 

Makkah Region. Jeddah province is located in the western region of Saudi Arabia; it has 

an area of 4,571.01 km2 and a population of 8,293,304. Jeddah has numerous major and 

minor seasonal river beds; until the early 1970s, these wadis effectively served as the 

province’s natural drainage system by channeling floodwater to its final destination 
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(mainly the Red Sea) without barriers. In recent decades, however, parts of these wadis 

were converted into urban areas, and the city of Jeddah expanded to become a large city. 

The expansion of these urban areas occurred rapidly, without sufficient environmental 

planning. Commercial, industrial, and residential infrastructure blocked the wadis, 

channels, and streams, greatly reducing the capacity of the natural drainage system. 

Without a fully-functional drainage system, floodwater from heavy rains exceeds the 

capacity of the remaining natural drainage system, causing extensive flood damage to 

surrounding areas. Despite increased threats of flooding due to the reduced natural 

drainage system, rapid urban growth continues around the major and minor basins of 

Jeddah with little environmental planning. Moreover, converting rural areas to urban 

areas increases the runoff coefficient, with a consequent reduction in the time required to 

reach peak flow and a dramatic increase in the chance of flooding when heavy rain 

occurs.  

Most hydrological and flood-prediction models require complex procedures and 

vast amounts of data. Such models, although effective, are inapplicable in Saudi Arabia 

due to the limited availability of data. Therefore, an alternative model is needed that is 

specific to Saudi Arabia’s limited availability of data, in order to determine the spatial 

variability of flood-hazard zones in Jeddah province.  

Flood-hazard zones are delineated based on information produced by hydraulic 

models and/or remote-sensing techniques, but the availability of data in real time or near 

real time can be very limited. In fact, numerous basins around the world are ungauged 

(without calibrated data), especially in developing countries. Hydrologists believe that if 
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there is no relevant gauged basin, data can be obtained by using remote-sensing 

techniques, making field-work visits, and acquiring soft data from knowledge or 

observations of the population and recently from social media data. Blöschl et al. (2016) 

found that model calibrations using household flood observations improved the 

performance of the model of an ungauged basin with limited availability of data. Soft 

data have been proven to be essential auxiliary data for ungauged basins, providing 

detailed qualitative information from a wider perspective (Sibert & McDonnell 2015).  A 

geographic information system (GIS), remote sensing (RS), and soft data play important 

roles in integrating a hydrological model by collecting, analyzing, querying, and 

presenting spatial or temporal data in a simple manner.  

This study examines several flood factors such as land cover, land use, a digital 

elevation model (DEM), and drainage characteristics to generate a flood inundation map 

that shows the spatial extent and the flood depth of the catchment under conditions of 

limited data availability. A DEM provides topographic information that describe the 

terrain profile of the basin; the terrain profile is an essential element in directing flood 

water and controlling the area of accumulated water. For this study, a flood-prone area is 

estimated using a topographic wetness index (TWI) that interprets the effect of the 

topographic feature on flooding. TWI is an indicator that is assessed in determining a 

flood-prone area based on the topographic gradients and the upslope contributing area. 

Soft data will then be used to validate the resulting map.  

This study also attempts to use the gathered data to reduce flooding in existing 

urbanized areas as well as in future developments throughout Jeddah city. Finally, the 
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resulting flood-hazard map is evaluated using previous relevant studies, local expert 

knowledge, media reports, and documentation from local insurance organizations.  

1.2. Research Statement   

The goal of this study is to generate a flood inundation map for Qous basin, an 

ungauged basin in Jeddah city, and then to classify the area into different zones based on 

their flood-hazard level. GIS and RS techniques with the assistance of soft data are used 

to generate the map and to determine the spatial extent and the floodwater depth of the 

flooded area. To support that approach, this study examines several issues: the feasibility 

of extracting flood information from soft data; how such data can be utilized to perform 

hydrological analysis; and the extent to which the data can be used in the applicable 

model in order to promote the applied hydrological model. 

 

1.3. Set of Objectives    

• Delineate flood-prone areas in Qous basin with the consideration of data scarcity. 

• Determine the impact of urbanization in Qous basin and how it affects the hazard 

level of a flood.  

• Obtain the missing data from different open-source resources:  

o open-source platforms such as Open Street Map and Google Earth 

o social media data such as YouTube and Twitter 

o articles and newspapers 

o observations and knowledge from residents 
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o knowledge from experts 

o field visit  

• Use soft data as an additional source of data to address the dissertation objectives. 

• Integrate the hard data and the soft data to produce an affective model.  

• Create a mini-database for Qous basin. 

• Create a flood-hazard map for Qous watershed that classifies the area into different 

zones based on their flood-hazard level.  
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Bronster (2003) classified floods into two main classes: extensive long-lasting 

floods and local sudden floods. Opolot (2013) expanded on Bronster’s classification by 

classifying flooding based on the characteristics of the flood, the size of the affected area 

as a spatial element, and the duration of the triggering precipitation event as a temporal 

element. In another study, Berz (2000) classified floods into three types: river floods, 

flash floods, and storm surges. Floods have also been classified into coastal floods, flash 

floods, and river floods (Opolot, 2013). The aforementioned classifications demonstrate 

the various approaches scholars have used when studying and researching flood types and 

their characteristics, an understanding of which is essential for flood management.  

This study focuses on flash floods, which occur suddenly after extensive rainfall, 

resulting in a rapid rise in water level. These floods are characterized by the speed at 

which they occur, making them difficult to predict or prepare for due to time constraints 

(Younis et al., 2008). Additionally, the high rising rate and high flow velocity make flash 

floods extremely dangerous to human lives (Younis et al., 2008). In fact, compared to 

other types of floods, flash floods have historically caused the most human casualties 

(Jonkman & Kelman, 2005). 

Many scholars study the link between urbanization and flood risk.  Liu et al., 

2013) found that the degree of urbanization and the flood risk are positively correlated, 

and a change in land usage increases a city's vulnerability to floods. Flood management 

in urban areas is complex because the runoff coefficient of floodwater varies due to 
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heterogeneous land use. In another study, Cannon (2006) argues that natural disasters are 

the output of natural hazards and people’s vulnerability; he believes that understanding 

the interaction between these two factors is much needed. 

In another study, Sanyal and Lu (2005) clarify the interaction between different 

flood-hazard indicators that contribute to the vulnerability of human settlements, 

explaining that the socio-economic characteristics of a settlement highly affect its degree 

of vulnerability to flooding. Their approach involved estimating the vulnerability of each 

settlement to flooding. The results demonstrate that the most vulnerable settlements are 

newly built in flood-prone zones due to socio-economic conditions. Moreover; 

transforming land use from natural to artificial increases flood risk due to poor infiltration 

(Houng & Pathirana, 2013). Kia et al. (2011) state that dynamic changes inside the 

watershed are too difficult to cope with in some models, and therefore, understanding the 

physical process and having an optimization tool are needed for such a problem. 

 

2.1.  Approaches in a Flood Management System  

Scholars have used different approaches to manage floods in order to minimize 

losses and other negative impacts. Kourgialas and Karatzas (2011) explain that a “flood 

management plan relies on two components: a proper flood management strategy and a 

determination of the flood hazard area”. A flood management strategy requires a flood 

protection management plan for each region based on the region's particular 

characteristics. For example, tanks or inhibitory dams could be built in highly vulnerable 

regions using telemetric meteorological stations in the basin area to provide hourly real-
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time data that can be used for a flood-forecast warning system, making the flood risk 

information available to the public. Providing emergency flood training and regulating 

land use also serve as flood management tools for early preparation and planning that 

lead to efficient responses. To determine the flood hazard area, generate a flood map that 

determines the spatial distribution of the flooding area, and classify the area into several 

zones based on their risk level (Kourgialas & Karatzas, 2011). 

Due to the expected increase of flood risk in Flanders since 2000, the Flemish 

government changed its flood management strategy from a flood control approach to a 

risk-based approach, which uses probability methods to plan for protection against the 

consequences of floods (Kellens et al., 2013). Unlike other approaches that focus on 

determining the flood risk area, this approach calculates potential damages and the 

economic risk due flood. Damages such as casualties, production losses, and 

infrastructure damage are quantified in mathematical functions that are used in the 

damage calculations. The damage function is applied to determine the expected damages 

for several return periods, which makes this approach more suitable for existing 

urbanized areas. 

 

2.1.1. Flood Management Using Remote Sensing and a Geographic Information 

System 

A GIS and RS are essential sources in acquiring spatiotemporal data. The 

integration between these tools facilitates the integration between spatial and non-spatial 

data for effective flood risk management (Al-Tahir et al., 2014). Several studies use 
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remote sensing, GIS, or their combination to assess the effect of land use on runoff and 

peak discharge, especially in ungauged basins (Ozdemir & Elbasi, 2015). RS data 

overcome part of missing data and with low cost; though RS doesn’t give detailed 

information, it provides a wider view of the catchment and its behavior. From space, you 

can have a better assessment of the surrounding area under climate change and how it 

affects the hydrological process.  

Al-Tahir et al. (2014) declare that GIS and RS can be used to generate a 

comprehensive flood management system. Such a system involves two components: 1) 

determine the flood-hazard area based on GIS and earth observations, and other flood-

related data; 2) create a warning system with updated geospatial data to develop an 

updated evacuation plan to determine evacuation paths. Liu et al., (2013) generate a flood 

hazard map for an urbanized area by determining the rank and the weight of these 

gathered layers: the Landsat Thematic Mapper, the DEM, the river buffer, and the spatial 

socioeconomic distribution. The weighted value was estimated based on the effectiveness 

in determining flood risk. For hurricane Sandy, a flood map in New York was generated 

to estimate the extent of flooding in the metropolitan area (Sun et al., 2016). They used 

VIRS and ATMS images to determine the flood inundation area. The results indicate that 

VIRS can determine an inundation area only under a clear sky, but ATMS data shows 

better results compared to FEMA’s flood map (Sun et al., 2016) 

Al-Sabhan and others designed a web-based hydrological model that integrates 

spatial modeling and GIS environments and can obtain real-time data at no cost (Al-
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Sabhan et al., 2003). It introduces a web-based real-time model for flood nowcasting, and 

it can be accessed through the web for an online simulation and analysis.  

 

2.1.2. Flood management using soft data 

Soft data is qualitative data that can be obtained from field work and people's 

observations and knowledge. Moreover, it can be obtained by extracting additional 

valuable information from existing data. White, Kingston, and Baker (2010) also 

emphasize stakeholder and public engagement in flood risk management and decision 

making. The researchers state that a Participatory Geographic Information System (PGIS) 

is a tool for encouraging community participation in decision making, judging, and 

examining policies and proposals without time and space constraints. From this point of 

view, public engagement imposes more personal responsibility in deciding where to live 

and where to avoid. Thus, including people from different levels improves the quality and 

volume of the data, to reduce uncertainty. Moreover, flood data availability increases 

public trust and raises awareness.  

 

2.1.3. Flood management using social media data 

 
Social media platforms such as Twitter, YouTube, Flickr, and Facebook provide 

huge amounts of user-generated real-time data. It has been used as an important 

contributed source of data by sharing information broadly through online platforms. 

Elwood, Goodchild, and Si believe that photos and videos posted on social media 
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platforms such as YouTube, Instagram, and Facebook might contain geographic 

information that can be used for scientific research (Elwood et al., 2012). 

Recent studies use social media for different purposes. For instance, YouTube and 

Twitter data were used in New York City to fill the gap in spatial and temporal coverage 

of the calibration data to estimate flood damage after Hurricane Sandy (Schnebele et al., 

2014). Subsequently, Sun et al. (2016) assessed the accuracy of flood maps generated by 

remote sensing data by using Flickr data for Hurricane Sandy. Holderness and Turpin 

(2015) were able to determine the severity of a flood based on the number of tweets, as 

the density of flood-related Twitter data was used to indicate the extent of a flood in 

Jakarta, Indonesia. J. Fohringer et al. (2015) manually extracted flood information from 

tweet text and photos and combined it with a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) to estimate 

the water level. They also reported that social media provides extensive information for 

generating flood maps.  

Jongman et al. (2015) examined the usability of Twitter for early flood detection 

in the Philippines and in Pakistan. However, they found that such processes need to be 

improved. Eilander et al. (2016) used Twitter data to obtain observations related to water 

depth and flood locations in order to estimate the flood extent in Jakarta, Indonesia. They 

used the collected data and the DEM to perform a flood-fill algorithm in order to generate 

a real-time flood map. An error of 1.72 km was estimated by McClanhan et al. (2015) 

while determining the location of the flood in New York City using posted tweets.  

Natural hazards that represent motions are more common on the platforms for 

social media videos (Le Boursicaud et al., 2016); the researchers declare that the search 
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term “flash flood” resulted in more than one million results. They also estimated 

discharge and flow velocity for mountain rivers in France using different images taken 

from YouTube videos with different resolutions. Smith et al. (2017) used data only 

through social media to produce a real-time modeling framework to identify areas that 

are vulnerable to floods in Newcastle upon Tyne in England. Scholars at Newcastle 

University report that during floods in Queensland in 2011, the public was urged to 

contribute via Twitter, and the Queensland Police Service (QPS) had the most active and 

visible twitter accounts throughout the disaster; this resulted in many other agencies using 

the @QPSMedia account as an example (Chanson, 2011).  

However, the validation of social media data is critical for many reasons. Large 

portions of Twitter posts and Instagram and Flickr photos are not geotagged, which 

makes it hard to estimate the extent and the expansion of hazards from information 

provided during hazards. Newcastle university also developed a website that allows users 

to add flood-related information and upload photos directly on a map. Brouwer et al. 

(2017) addressed the uncertainty of social media data by comparing a generated 

probabilistic map based on Twitter messages with a deterministic map for a 2015 flood in 

the city of York in the United Kingdom. Their results illustrated that generated flood 

maps performed well when used in conjunction with validation data, and they proposed 

that this success might be related to the number of tweets within the affected area.  In 

addition to the geotagged tweets that determined the location of the flood, Eilander et al. 

(2016), Brouwer et al. (2017), and Smith et al. (2017) used photos, videos, and texts to 

extract the location of the flood using street names, parks, or known buildings.  
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2.2.  Predictions for Ungauged Basins (PUB) 

The most accurate method for estimating runoff and other hydrological 

parameters is to measure them directly; however, this approach is predominantly 

impractical due to the high cost and amount of time involved (Bloschi, 2016). 

Additionally, data scarcity is an ever-present issue, and most of the catchments around 

the world, specifically small catchments, are ungauged and have limited data. Such 

basins do not adequately fit with the Empirical Hydrological Model (Hrachowitz et al., 

2013) because they do not relate the catchment response to the real world, and it is 

difficult to understand the behavior of their hydrological processes. Moreover, most 

hydrological models are empirical methods based on calibration and estimation data, 

which increases the likelihood of uncertainties within their parameters.  

Due to the aforementioned factors, the International Association of Hydrological 

Sciences initiated Predictions in Ungauged Basins (PUB) to improve the understanding 

of the hydrological process and method as a science and to address the question “whether 

hydrology can reduce the need for the calibration” (Hrachowitz et al p. 1231, 2013). 

Thus, they developed a new technique to acquire the necessary data and a new approach 

for developing a hydrological model and assessing uncertainties for ungauged basins. 

Their vision is to use an approach that relies increasingly on theoretical insight into 

physical processes and system understanding rather than data and calibration methods 

(Hrachowitz et al., 2013).  
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The PUB community believes that the key to understanding a catchment's 

hydrological function is understanding the physical characteristics of the catchment and 

the factors that might affect the catchment response, such as soil type, topology of the 

catchment, climate, and land use (Gupta et al., 2008). It aims to deal with ungauged 

basins and address the issue of data scarcity by generating more information from the 

available existing data, improving the understanding of the catchment characteristics, and 

finding additional sources for new data. One of PUB’s primary objectives is to use the 

existing data from relevant gauged basins to extract additional information and transfer 

these hydrological parameters from gauged to ungauged basins. Such information 

includes catchment characteristics and parameters of the hydrological model; 

extrapolating such data from gauged basins to ungauged basin is based on three 

techniques: regression, physical similarity, and spatial proximity (Wang & Kalin, 2011). 

However, due to land surface heterogeneity, the spatial-temporal variability of the 

hydrological system decreases accuracy when transferring information from gauged to 

ungauged basins (Lortiz et al., 2015). 

McGlynn (2012) and others debate that these techniques also require data. 

Additionally, choosing a suitable technique is critical because the nature of the 

hydrological response is nonlinear, which increases the complexity of prediction. 

Nevertheless; additional comparative studies between catchments are needed (McGlynn 

et al., 2012). From this view, PUB studies aim to find ways to reduce the uncertainty 

when taking advantage of available data.  
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PUB’s objective is to develop a model to fit with ungauged basin situations, either 

by using new tools or by improving the existing model. Most importantly, however, 

PUB’s goal is to assess the degree of uncertainty in the data and validate the result of the 

model. In many PUB cases, the strategy to validate the model is to consider a gauged 

basin as an ungauged basin, then use the gauged data to assess the performance of the 

model (Van Emmerik et al., 2015). If there is no relevant gauged basin, data could be 

obtained in several ways: use remote sensing techniques; make fieldwork visits; use soft 

data such as knowledge from experts; extrapolate information from the hydrological 

process; get information from the physical properties of the catchment; and use auxiliary 

data sources such as the population's knowledge and observations. In fact, local data 

gained from a hydrologist’s deep understanding of the basin and its surrounding area can 

lead to a good model (Savenije, 2010). However, due to the lack of measurement data, 

the model must be constrained to limit the parameters of the model (Emmerik, 2015), 

which reduces the degrees of freedom and consequently increases the uncertainty.  

A model can be developed even with few observations but reducing the number 

of observations increases the uncertainty in the model's results, emphasizing the 

importance of assessing the model's performance. PUB’s mission is to work on creative 

new methods for more realistic predictions and to reduce the uncertainty of the estimated 

results by understanding the hydrological system of the catchment and the interaction 

between the hydrological system and any local or global factors that might affect the 

system. PUB has led hydrologists to address the hydrological problem from different 

disciplinary perspectives (Hrachowitz et al., 2013).  
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The interaction between climate, environment, and society within a hydrological 

system requires an integration between several disciplines: hydrology, ecology, social 

science, management, and climate science. Knowledge from these disciplines can clarify 

the links between the hydrological system and the factors that affect it. This provides a 

multidimensional view of the problem for an advanced understanding of the problem, the 

data, the model, and the sources of uncertainty (Blöschl, 2016).  

Although PUB was established to estimate discharge and other hydrological 

parameters for an ungauged basin with limited data, it became a bigger idea for 

hydrology. The newly evolved methods are an inventive tool to acquire a more 

understandable, realistic model using qualitative information from different perspectives. 

It is a promising approach to get substantial instrument for solving hydrological problems 

for gauged and ungauged basins (Hrachowitz et al., 2013).  

 

2.3.  PUB studies   

Land use land cover (LULC) change has a significant impact on the hydrological 

process of a watershed from both quantity and quality perspectives. From a quantity 

perspective, if land use changes from a rural area to an urban area, the runoff coefficient 

for the land in urban use can be up to several times greater than it was for the land in rural 

use (Ozdemir & Elbaşı, 2015). A higher runoff coefficient for urban use leads to a higher 

peak discharge and a shorter time of concentration, allowing less time for the peak flow 

to reach the outlet of the basin. From a quality standpoint, converting a barren area into 
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an agricultural area requires fertilization, which mainly consists of a nitrogen- phosphate 

compound that greatly alters the quality of the floodwater.  

The amount of nitrogen and phosphate depends on the type of fertilizer and the 

scale of the agricultural area. Moreover, if the land use is changed to an urban area, 

especially in a developing country, the residential wastewater is usually disposed into 

cesspits. This often causes floodwater and waste water to mix during floods, which 

causes the water quality to deteriorate (Segal et al., 2008). 

The aforementioned factors create uncertainties and unfortunately, these aspects 

were not taken into account in developing precipitation-runoff relations. Several studies 

have been conducted to illustrate the relationship between LULC change and flooding. 

The change in LULC alters the water cycle by affecting hydrological factors such as 

evaporation, infiltration, and interception by vegetation. Therefore, the hydrological 

response of the watershed is also changed. For example, surface imperviousness due to 

building and road construction decreases the infiltration rate and the time of 

concentration (Koshak, & Dawod, 2011; Dawod et al.,2012).  

Deforestation increases rainfall runoff, as there are fewer trees to intercept the 

water through root uptake and reduce the soil moisture. Understanding the impact of 

LULC change on the hydrological process can assist in urban planning to reduce 

potential negative impacts. Due to the nonlinear relationship between hydrological 

factors, understanding the relationship between the hydrological factors and the 

hydrological response is quite difficult. Clarifying this relationship is even more difficult 
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in developing countries, due to the lack of data and the limited number of gauge stations, 

particularly in urban basins (Sikorska et al.,2012). 

In PUB studies of ungauged basins, hydrologists use several methods to estimate 

the change in the runoff associated with an LULC change. Yu, Wang, and Kuo (2003) 

state that LULC change increased the peak discharge and the total runoff in the Ta-Chou 

ungauged basin in Taiwan. Peak discharge was estimated for different return periods. 

Landsat MSS and SPOT satellite images were used to classify the land use type for the 

time period from 1972 to 2000, to track the changes. The results show an increase in the 

peak discharge and the runoff total associated with the expansion of urbanization. 

Similarly, Soil and Water Assessment tool (SWAT) was used to estimate the 

impact of LU change and peak flow for an ungauged basin in Kenya (Mango et al., 

2010). The result shows that SWAT is suitable for simulating the impact of long-term 

and short-term LU change on peak flow, because the model accepts alternative input data 

due to LU change and can work with minimum input. In another study, Wang and Kalin 

(2011) use the Spatial Proximity Method to transfer model parameters from gauged 

basins to ungauged basins in Alabama in order to simulate the impact of the LULC 

change on streamflow. Then the model with the transferred data was integrated with the 

LULC map to investigate the impact on the streamflow. This shows that transferring 

parameters from a relevant basin assists in simulating LULC change, and it demonstrates 

the benefits of transferring parameters from gauged to ungauged basins.  

Nagarajan and Poongothai (2012) conducted their study using only satellite 

images and topographic maps. The study depended on tracking the trend of LULC 
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change and how the conversion of some land to a different use reduces the amount of 

water in a certain area so that the water can be reallocated to another area for human or 

agricultural use. Thus, management of land use, especially in heavily-populated areas, 

can help balance the impact on the hydrological process. However, a detailed study needs 

to be conducted before implementing any changes in LULC, or further expansion.  
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3. STUDY AREA 

Wadi Qous is located in Jeddah city in Jeddah province, Makkah region, western 

Saudi Arabia (Figure 1). Jeddah province covers an area of 4571.01 km² and has a 

population of 4082184. Jeddah city is the largest city in Jeddah province, with a 

population of 1,992,053. It is the primary commercial city and also a major seaport and 

airport in Saudi Arabia. Jeddah city is only 86 km from Makkah (the holy city); about 

ninety percent of pilgrims reach Makkah through Jeddah.   

 

 
Figure 1 Jeddah Province, the Study Area. 
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Jeddah province has fifteen major wadis as well as numerous minor wadis that 

diverge from the above-mentioned wadis. All the wadis flow towards the Red Sea, while 

a few of the minor wadis flow eastwards to the desert. Figure 2 depicts the fifteen wadis 

in the Jeddah province. 

 

 
Figure 2 Major basins in the Jeddah Province. 
 
 
 
3.1.  Urban Expansion in Saudi Arabia 

Until the early 1970s, the population of Saudi Arabia was about seven million, 

and the urban population was only about two million. In 1974, after a significant increase 

in the national income due to the rise of oil production and oil prices, the urban 
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population increased by forty percent to about six million. According to the United 

Nation Population Division, in 2007, over eighty percent of the Saudi population lived in 

urban areas, and this number is expected to increase to ninety percent by 2050. Many 

expatriate laborers joined the development and expansion of the urban areas. Figure 3 

shows the growth in the percentage of the urban population in Saudi Arabia from 1950 to 

about 2007, and projected to 2050 (United Nations, 2008).  

 

 
Figure 3 Percentage of urban population in Saudi Arabia (1950-2050). 
 
 
 

Aljoufie et al (2013) also stated that Jeddah’s urbanization area increased by 

seventy-two and a half percent between 1970 and 1980, by twenty-five percent between 

1980 and 1993, and by thirty-three percent between 1993 and 2007. Unfortunately, 
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during the expansion of these urban areas, commercial and residential infrastructures 

were built in the channels of the wadis (the natural drainage system), blocking the flow of 

floodwater to the sea and essentially creating barriers that trap and spread floodwater 

across the city. An adequate and efficient replacement drainage system was not built, so 

floodwater remains for extended periods of time, until evaporation and infiltration occur. 

Converting rural areas into urban areas also reduces the infiltration rate, which, in turn, 

increases the run-off coefficient of a flood, causing floods to last longer and cause more 

devastation. 

The variability in rainfall patterns in the province also make the area vulnerable to 

abrupt flooding and adds to problems caused by the blocked wadis. Building in the 

middle of wadis and dry stream beds continues without adequate environmental planning. 

Thus, it is highly expected that flooding and its negative impacts will continue to get 

worse, and the cost of building a new drainage system will increase as the complexity and 

depth of the problem increases. 

 

3.2.  Urban Impact in Wadi Qous  

Qous basin was one of the most affected basins during the floods of 2009 and 2011. 

The unplanned urban expansion within the area decreased the infiltration rate and 

increased the runoff coefficient, making it more vulnerable to flooding. Table 1 describes 

the morphometric characteristics of Qouas basin. One of the objectives of this study is to 

determine the peak discharge of Qous watershed during different time periods and at a 
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different urbanization rate. This will assist decision makers to plan for the expansion of 

all cities and towns in Jeddah Province. 

 

Table 1 Morphometric characteristics of Qous basin 
Area (square kilometer)  68 

Length (kilometer) 20.84 

Mean elevation (kilometer) 142.305 

Slope 0.037   

Perimeter (kilometer)   75.75 

Main flow distance (kilometer) 26.08 

Main flow slope 0.0084 

Main stream Distance (kilometer) 23.8 

Mean stream slope 0.0066 

 

 

On November 25, 2009, in the city of Jeddah, heavy rain led to a flash flood 

whose severity was magnified by unplanned urban development. The weather station at 

King Abdulaziz Airport, which is 30 km from Qous basin, reported that the precipitation 

value reached 70 mm with a duration of three hours. The amount of rainfall over Qous 

basin was estimated at 83 mm by Jeadi (2013) as the weighted average using a 

Precipitation Estimation from Remotely Sensed Imagery Using an Artificial Neural 

Networks Cloud Classification System (PERSIANN-CCS).  

The flood had an extensive social and environmental impact; about 161 people 

lost their lives, and many others were missing. Since King Abdulaziz University (KAU) 

is located in the flood plain of the basin, many buildings were flooded; the flood 

particularly damaged equipment such as books and computers in the library, the College 
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of Engineering, and the College of Medicine. The total losses at KAU amounted to SR 1 

billion. Fortunately, the flood took place during a holiday vacation when the students 

were home; otherwise, the consequences of the flood would have been more devasting. 

Figure 4 presents photos of a flooded area during the flood in 2009.  

 

 

  

 

Figure 4 Photos of flooded area in the city of Jeddah during the flood in 2009 
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3.3. Hypotheses of the case study 

H0: Converting the nature of the Qous basin from a naturally-developed rural area 

into to a highly-developed urban area intensifies the peak discharge for a certain rainfall 

of a certain return period. 

  H1: Converting the nature of Qous basin from a naturally-developed rural area 

into to a highly-developed urban area will not intensify the peak discharge for a certain 

rainfall of a certain return period. 

 
3.4. Urbanization Development in Qous Basin 

Urbanization development started in Jeddah about 1973. Figure 5 displays a 

Google Earth historical imagery that shows the topography and urbanization development 

in Qous watershed at four times: 1988, 1998, 2009, and 2018. It started about 1988 

within the basin’s outlet area, and approximately forty percent of the area is currently 

urbanized.  

Based on the field trip visit to Qous basin, there were several fenced lands for 

proposed buildings toward the east, because land in such areas is much cheaper than land 

in other places such as the west highway. Thus, I consider the annual average increase for 

the next twenty years to be almost the same as the annual average increment from 2008 – 

2018: an estimate of 0.6 – 0.8. From that, it is estimated that the watershed will be fully 

developed by 2037. Figure 6 shows the pattern of temporal urban development in Qous 

basin. Table 2 shows the accumulated urban area and the annual average increment from 

1988 to 2018. 
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Figure 5 Urbanization development in Qous basin at four times. 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6 Urbanization development in Qous basin from 1988 – 2018. 
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Table 2 Urban area in Qous basin 
Year Urban Area (k²) Urban Area % Annual avg Incr (k²)  
1988 0.54 0.807  -- 

1998 1.81 2.69 0.12 

2008 12.15 18.046 1.03 

2018 27.0 41.15 1.55 
 
 
 
3.5. Estimating the Peak Discharge  

There is a direct relationship between rainfall and runoff and there is a relationship 

between the runoff and the characteristics of the catchment. The characteristics include 

but are not limited to the area of the basin, its slope, length, land cover and type of soil,  

The peak discharge is estimated for two cases: when it is totally rural (i.e., up to 

1973) and when it is fully developed (i.e., 2037). The rational formula (Equation 1) is 

used to estimate the peak discharge in the Qous basin in both cases. The method was 

developed by Kuichling in 1889 for small watersheds in urban areas; it was selected 

because a fair amount of data is available. It is important to note that the rational method 

is used in this study only for the purpose of determining the impact of the urbanization in 

Qous watershed and comparing the peak discharge as a rural or urban area. However, the 

method is not recommended for determining the spatial flood extent of the basin because 

of the limitations of the following assumptions: Peak flow occurs only if the entire 

watershed is contributing runoff, the rainfall intensity is assumed to be uniform 

throughout the duration of the storm, and the rainfall is distributed uniformly over the 

watershed (ODOT Hydraulic Manual, 2005). 
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Equation 1 Rational method 
Q = (0.0278) CIA   

 
In this formula, Q is the peak discharge (m3/s), C is the runoff coefficient 

(unitless), I is the rainfall intensity (mm/hectare), and A is the basin area (𝑘𝑚#). 

Subsequent paragraphs explain how each of these parameters are estimated. A is 

estimated using QGIS. I is estimated by estimating the Time of Concentration (TC). TC 

is the time required for a drop of water to travel from the most remote point of the 

watershed to the catchment outlet. The peak discharge of any watershed takes place only 

if TC is equal to the time of duration, which is the interval time for the rainfall. Thus, 

several empirical formulas were studied and the optimum one that fairly matches the 

characteristics of the basin such as type of soil, depth of aquifer, slope, and degree of 

urbanization was selected. TC calculated using Bransby-William formula for rural 

(Equation 2). 

Equation 2 Bransby-William equation 
 
𝑇𝐶 = 14.6	𝐿𝐴./.0𝑆./.# 

 

Where: 

L is the basin length (km) 

A is the drainage area (km2) 

S is the basin slope (m/m) 

 
The weighted runoff coefficient C of the basin is estimated based on the value of 

the runoff coefficient and its corresponding area. Therefore, the basin is divided into two 
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sub-areas (rural and urban) because each sub-area has a different value for the runoff 

coefficient. For example, most of the land cover of Qous basin in the developed area 

consists of residential detached multi-units. Based on this fact and using the Rational 

Method Runoff Coefficient table from The Clean Water Team Guidance Compendium 

for Watershed Monitoring and Assessment 1 State Water Resources Control Board 5.1.3 

FS-(RC) 2011, the C value for the urban area is 0.6 and for the rural area is 0.15. The 

following formula is used to estimate the weighted average runoff coefficient. As an 

example, the weighted average runoff coefficient was estimated for 1988 using Equation 

3.  Table 3 and figure 7 shows the weighted average runoff coefficient values for 

different years in Qous basin.  

Equation 3 Weighted average runoff coefficient 

𝑊𝐴𝐶0344 =
𝐴0𝐶0 + 𝐴#		𝐶#
𝐴0 +	𝐴#

	

 
𝑊𝐴𝐶	1988	 = 88.93×/.0;	</.;=×/.8

88.93</.;=
	= 0.15 

 
 
 
 
Table 3 Runoff coefficient values for different years 

Year Rural Area (k2) Urban Area (k2)  C (Weighted avg) 

1988 66.79 0.54 0.15 

1998 65.52 1.81 0.16 

2008 55.16 14.81 0.24 

2018 27.71 39.62 0.41 

2037 0.00 67.33 0.6 
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Figure 7 Weighted average runoff coefficient for Qous basin 

 

 

As demonstrated in Figure 8 the time of concentration is equated to the time of 

duration to estimate the rainfall intensity using intensity duration frequency (IDF) curves 

developed for Jeddah city (Awadallah, 2015) for return periods of 10, 20, 50, 100, and 

200 years. In order to estimate the rainfall intensity for a specific return period, time of 

concentration is equated with time of duration, which is represented on the X axis. Then, 

the curve for the required return period is used to find the rainfall intensity corresponding 

to that return period. 
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Figure 8 IDF curves for Jeddah region 

 

 

 

To calculate the peak discharge of Qous basin for different return periods, it needs 

to be considered that the peak discharge is affected by the return periods. Therefore, a 

modifier is used to take the impact of the different return period on peak discharge. Table 

4 shows the parameters’ values for Rational method for rural Qous basin.  Finally, the 

peak discharge of the Qous basin is estimated when it was totally undeveloped (before 

1973) for the aforementioned return periods. Results are shown in the Table 5. Figure 9 

shows the peak discharge for Qous basin (rural) for different return periods. 
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Table 4 Rational method parameters for Qous basin 

Year Rural Area  Urban 

Peak discharge CIA CIA 

Run-off Coefficient 0.15 0.6 

Rainfall intensity       (X)mm/h (X)mm/h 

Drainage area       68 km2     68 km2     
 

 

 

Table 5 Peak discharge for Qous basin when totally rural (Tc = 238.50 min) 

Return 
Period 

Rainfall intensity 
(mm/h) 

Peak discharge Modifier Mod Q 

Q 10 23 63 1.00 63 

Q 20 27 74 1.10 82 

Q 50 35 96 1.20 116 

Q 100 40 110 1.25 138 

Q 200 45 124 1.30 161 
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Figure 9 Peak discharge for different return periods when Qous basin is totally rural 

 

 

Using the same reasoning and following the same procedure, the peak discharge 

of Qous basin is estimated for several return periods when the basin is totally developed. 

Results are shown in Table 6. Figure 10 shows the peak discharge for different return 

periods for Qous basin when it is totally developed. For urbanized basin, Carter formula 

(1961) was used to estimate time of concentration  
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Table 6 Peak discharge for Qous basin when totally developed (Tc = 83 min) 

Return Period Rainfall intensity 
(mm/h) 

Peak discharge Modifier Mod Q 

Q 10 48 520 1.00 520 

Q 20 52 563 1.10 691 

Q 50 68 736 1.20 883 

Q 100 75 812 1.25 1015 

Q 200 85 920 1.30 1196 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 10 Peak discharge for different return periods (urban) 
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Table 7 Comparing peak discharge between all-rural Qous basin and all-urban Qous basin, Jeddah  

 Rural Urban 

Q 10 62 520 

Q 20 80 691 

Q 50 114 883 

Q 100 135 1015 

Q 200 158 1196 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 11 Impact of urbanization on Qous basin 
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3.6. Discussion  

Table 7 shows the highly-significant difference in the peak discharge between 

rural and urban areas, ranging between this was a major factor in the disastrous events in 

2009 and 2011. Figure 11displays the impact of urbanization on runoff coefficient and 

peak discharge on Qous basin for different return periods. The aforementioned results 

demonstrate that converting rural areas into urban areas in an unplanned and unorganized 

manner decreases the infiltration rate and increases the runoff coefficient within the area, 

which, in turn, intensifies the peak discharge for a certain rainfall. This increases the 

basin’s vulnerability, and therefore, the planning, design, execution, operation, and 

maintenance of any hydraulic structure should take these changes into consideration.  
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4. METHDOLOGY 

This chapter covers the dataset and the used methodology in this study. The first 

section describes the use of GIS and RS data in hydrological analysis, and the second 

section covers the three types of soft data: field visit, Twitter and YouTube. Topographic 

Wetness Index method is described in section three. To generate a flood hazard map for 

the Qous basin, datasets were obtained from the sources shown in Table 8. 

 
 
 
Table 8 Data sources used for this study 

Data  Source 

30 m ASTER data USGS EarthExplorer 

Residential area layer OpenStreetMap and QGIS 

Road network OpenStreetMap and QGIS 

Twitter data George Mason University 

YouTube videos YouTube web site  

Photos and observation of Qous basin Field work 

Experience and knowledge  Personal communication of residents 

 
 
 
• 30m (DEM) Digital Elevation Data Map from USGS EarthExplorer to delineate the 

watershed and the stream network using a QGIS hydrology tool 

• Information extracted from social media platforms such as YouTube videos and 

Twitter text and photos to obtain flood information. 

•  Newspaper article and related images. 
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• Information from a field trip with an expert hydrologist to determine the boundaries 

of the basin, outlet, tributaries, dams, and the hazard area. (Especially for an ungauged 

basin, there is a need to link the hydrological function and the catchment properties. 

 

4.1. GIS and RS data 

Due to data limitations, land use layers (houses, buildings, and streets) were 

extracted as an OSM file using the OSM Downloader tool in QGIS. Next, the OSM file 

was imported to a DB file, then the DB file was exported in its proper topology to generate 

vector files. For slum areas, there was no digitized data to be exported, therefore, the 

topology was digitized manually using the OpenStreetMap edit tool (in-browser editor) for 

OSM geodata. Next, the digitized data was exported from the map as an OSM file and then 

converted to an Esri shape file. 

In this study, the terrain data was obtained using the Advanced Spaceborne Thermal 

Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTERM) Global Digital Elevation Model (GDEM) 

with a tile size of 3601 x 3601 (1°	𝑥	1°) and a pixel size of 1arc-second. The DEM was re-

projected to (EPSG: 20437, Ain el Abd / UTM zone 37N). QGIS with SAGA plugin was 

used to delineate the catchment and the streams. First, sinks were filled in the DEM raster 

file and the flow direction map was generated using the Fill Sink algorithm (Wang & Liu, 

2006). Next, the Strahler order method was used to create the stream raster and to classify 

the stream raster numeric order. Finally, the Channel Network and Drainage Basins tool 

was used to delineate the basins of the region and its drainage.   
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4.2. Soft data 

4.2.1. Field visits 

Four field trips were undertaken to Qous basin in Jeddah Province as a partial 

requirement for completing the dissertation. The purpose of the trips was to generate soft 

data that can be obtained from field observations, to acquire information related to floods 

and the watershed. Google Map was used to navigate within the basin, and “My GPS 

Coordinate” with an accuracy of 5 meters was used to determine the spatial extent and 

the geolocation of each photo taken. The four trips all took place in July 2018; each trip 

took about 4-5 hours. 

First field trip: 

The main goal of the first field trip was to build a very general idea about Wadi 

Qous. On July 7, the team traveled by road, escorted by an expert in water resources who 

knows the area and another gentleman who has been living there for forty years. The trip 

started at the very upstream area and visited the main tributaries of the wadi there.  

Before the trip, several maps of the area were prepared and reviewed to determine 

the area and understand its physical features. The oldest map was from 1988; the new one 

was recently taken from Google Earth Pro. Besides these maps, a literature review of 

several studies on the area was carried out for a wider view.  

Residents told us that only Bedouins (nomads) used to live in the basin with their 

livestock, mainly sheep, goats, and camels. Now, a city has sprung up there, but some 

original semi-Bedouins still live in the upstream area, with their children getting a 

modern education and being urbanized. The upstream area still doesn’t have adequate 
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modern facilities. Unfortunately, most of the houses built there look unplanned; people 

and animals live in proximity. Most houses were built after 1980, when residents came 

from nearby areas to live in the area.  

Second field trip: 

On July 14, the second trip was along the mainstream of the wadi as far as the 

main highway, the Haramain Expressway. Urbanization was found to be more 

concentrated in the main stream area than in the upstream area. Many facilities such as 

schools, mosques, and power stations were built in the middle of the Wadi, as shown in 

Figure 12. Geolocated photos were taken for such features to digitize them on Google 

Earth. 
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Figure 12 Photos from the field trips 

 

 

Based on the newspaper and residents’ knowledge, Jack street in Quaza was one 

of the areas most affected by the flood in 2009. In Quaza, there are two elementary 

schools, one middle school, and one high school; all are located in the same 

neighborhood, beside the main stream and close to the outlet, as shown in Figure 13. This 

makes the area highly vulnerable during floods, because of the large number of students 

in a small area. Moreover, the surrounding roads are narrow, which makes an evacuation 

difficult to perform. 
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Figure 13 Four schools in the Quaza neighborhood 
 
 
 

On the west side of that neighborhood, there are also slum-houses, mostly one-

story buildings that are very close to the outlet of the watershed. The roads are non-

asphalted roads (dirt roads), narrow and not easy to drive around on.  

 In fact, most of the residential areas in the basin are slum areas, starting from the 

downstream towards west to the upstream of the watershed. These buildings are exposed 

to flood water that naturally runs across the watershed. In November 2009, a disastrous 

flood hit Wadi Qous. In that flood, 110 people were killed, and more than 1000 cars were 

carried away and damaged. Fortunately, this took place during a holiday season; 

otherwise, the number of casualties would have been much higher. The Ministry of 

Municipality & Rural Affairs and the Ministry of Water and Agriculture took action to 

protect the people and their property by building three dams (one in the east side and the 

other two in the west side of the watershed) and canals to transfer flood water. The 
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locations of the three dams were geotagged to define their geolocation on the map (Figure 

14), and the geolocation of the dam and its outlet was digitized on Google Earth as shown 

in Figure 15. 

 

 
Figure 14 Geolocation of the three dams in Qous basin 
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Figure 15 Wadi Qous dam 
 
 
 
 
Third field trip: 

The third visit was undertaken on July 15; it started all the way at the downstream 

end toward the west. In that trip, the team was looking for clues to assist with locating the 

spatial flood extent, determining the flooded area, and/or estimating flood inundation. 

The team revisited Jack street in Quaza to acquire flood-related information. The high 

mark of floodwater was obvious on some building walls, as shown in Figure 16. The 

photo shows a water mark on the wall that is an estimate of the inundation of the flood, 
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and the geolocation of the taken photo assisted in determining the flooded area in that 

neighborhood.  

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Figure 16 High mark of floodwater on Jack street 
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Figure 17 shows some bushes planted in a dry area in the main stream, beside the 

electricity station. This type of tree in this type of land gives an indication that the area 

was a flooded area. Moreover; a sign warning that a certain area is a flooded area also 

provides evidence for determining the spatial extent of the flood. Next to that sign, wall 

marks also support estimating the flood inundation, which also determines the spatial 

flood extent in the watershed (Figure 18).  

As mentioned before, after the flood in 2009, the Ministry of Municipality & 

Rural Affairs and the Ministry of Water and Agriculture built dams and channels for 

flood management purposes. Two levels of water marks were found on the same wall 

beside the channel; based on the opinions of the expert and the resident, the upper mark 

estimates the flood inundation before the dams and the channels, and the lower mark 

estimates the flood inundation after that construction, as shown in Figure 19. 
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Figure 17 Flood tree beside the electricity station 
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Warning sign 
 

 
Wall mark 

 
Figure 18 Water mark beside the warning sign 
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Canal in Qous basin 

 
Water mark levels 

 
Figure 19 Water mark level beside the canal 
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Fourth field trip: 

In this trip, the team decided to go beyond the wadi and visited the affected area 

beside the overflowing area of the watershed. It started from the Haramain Expressqway 

and continued all the way to the sea. In fact, the Wadi used to continue all the way to the 

sea without obstacles, until the end of the early 1970s. In the early 1970s, several 

structures (public and private) started to be built. The first infrastructure built was King 

Abdul Aziz University. The southern part is very close to the channel of the main wadi of 

Qous basin. When flooding took a place in 2009, the water from Qous basin (Queza) 

flooded the campus, especially the southern part. 

 Infrastructural development has taken place from the Haramain Expressway all 

the way to the Red Sea. The outlet can no longer be identified; water flow spreads 

everywhere. Because of the new infrastructures, the natural drainage system of Qous 

basin and the area beyond it were highly disturbed. The buildings were built on the 

channel, so the natural drainage system does not exist anymore. If flooding happens, the 

floodwater doesn’t know which way to flow. This problem will continue unless an 

adequate scientific solution is found to provide drainage. If an adequate drainage system 

was built, all these areas would not have been damaged.  

The Saudi government, in an effort to avoid more such disastrous events as the 

2009 floods, built a dam at Wadi Qous. The dam has gates to release water trapped 

behind it and direct the water into channels. The channel runs first to the south, then takes 

a turn to the west and discharges into the sea (Figure 20). The total length of the channel 

is 8.92 miles. The government initially tried to build a channel in the natural drainage 
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passage all the way to the sea, but the channel's incredible cost to compensate property 

owners for land and infrastructures caused the government to abandon that plan. Again, if 

the natural drainage system of Wadi Qous had been respected, protected, and studied to 

plan a drainage system, all these development costs could have been avoided. The 

channel will not adequately solve the problem because floodwater may look for its 

natural passage.  

 

 

 
Figure 20 Channel from Qous basin to the Red sea 
 
 
 

Field trip conclusion: 

The conversion of a rural area into an urban area has drastically changed the area 

in two respects: the runoff coefficient (C) of the land increased up to several fold, as 

shown earlier in Table 3; and the time of concentration decreased, consequently 
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decreasing the time required to reach the peak of the flood. Compared to the area before 

urbanization, the impact of increases in the runoff coefficient and the time of 

concentration may be summarized in the following points: 

1. For a given rainfall, the volume of the flood in the same area is larger.  

2. The value of peak flooding for the same area is larger.  

3. The time required for a flood to reach the urban area is shorter.     

However; many hydraulic structures such as open channels, dikes, and dams were 

designed and executed when the area was rural. Thus, the design now has to be revised 

based on the above information, due to the conversion of the land from rural use to urban 

use. In addition, for the infrastructures, there are two scenarios: First, the infrastructure 

project that was designed but not executed should be revised and modified according to 

the new situation (urbanization). Second, for the infrastructure project that has been 

executed (the structures of the four schools mentioned), the infrastructures already built 

need to be modified; for example, some existing structures must be demolished and 

removed to avoid danger from floods.    

 

4.2.2. Social media data 

Based on Internet World Stats (2018) for Saudi Arabia, approximately 90% of the 

population use the Internet, 75% of the total population are active social media users, and 

54% of the population use mobile devices for social media usage (Statista, 2018). Social 

media and technology are increasingly popular in Saudi Arabia because of the low 

average age of the country’s population (Statista, 2018). 
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Social media data contains valuable information that can be utilized for hydraulic 

analysis. This study examines the usability of YouTube’s videos and comments and 

Twitter’s texts and photos to extract flood-related information for floods in Jeddah city. 

These social media platforms provide textual information from user’s observations such 

as flood location and water depth, while videos and photos show the relationship between 

the water depth and part of the surrounding area (Fohringer et al., 2015). For instance, 

water depth can be estimated using the captured contents in an image, such as a partially 

submerged car or parking meter, as well as the related textual information or comments. 

In addition, spatial elements might be determined using the geolocation of a photo or a 

captured item in the photo itself, such as a street name in a road sign. In addition to that, 

videos might provide an audio observation that describes the situation of the hazard and 

its related information.  Ultimately, the aforementioned information is then used to 

digitize photos on the map to estimate the flood's spatial extent.  

 

4.2.2.1. Harvesting and Filtering  

Twitter data were provided by George Mason University for November 21, 22, and 

23, 2017, and for November 2, 3, and 4, 2018. (There were no data available from George 

Mason University for the floods in 2009 and 2011.) The data was filtered and harvested 

using keywords related to flood such as “flood”, “flash flood”, and “flashflood” that match 

the keywords with the tweet’s words. 

PostgreSQL (Structure Query Language), which is an open source data 

management system, was used to store and analyze Twitter data. Initially, all non-
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geotagged tweets were removed from the two datasets; geolocation information was 

provided in 43222 of 78885 tweets for the 2017 flood, and for 36499 of 65736 tweets for 

the 2018 flood. Next, the data were filtered using PostgreSQL to exclude tweets outside 

Saudi Arabia using the following SQL script: 

 
 

 
 

 

The output table of the above script was a total of 152 tweets (see Appendix B). 

An SQL script was used to search for flood information within tweet texts. First, I 

determined the keyword that represent relevant flood information such as flood location 

and inundation in Arabic and English language format. For example, (  meter , feet , مدق ,رتم

, inch…), ( قیرط , يح , عراش  , street , road..), and ( , مامأ بناجب , فلخ   , beside, next, near …) 

were used to estimate the flood depth and to determine the flood extent, respectively. 

These keywords were searched for and compared with each word in each tweet text in the 

dataset, as shown in the following SQL script: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SELECT * 

 FROM development.jeddah.flood 

 WHERE country ILIKE ‘%sa%’; 
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SELECT text, link, x, y 

FROM development.tweets 

WHERE text ILIKE '% يحلا %' OR text ILIKE '% عراش %' OR text 

ILIKE '% قیرط %' OR text ILIKE '% هراح %' OR 

text ILIKE '% رتم %' OR text ILIKE '% مدق %' OR 

text ILIKE '% بناجب %' OR text ILIKE '% مامأ %' OR text ILIKE '% فلخ %' 

OR 

text ILIKE '%street%' OR text ILIKE '%road%' OR 

text ILIKE '%near%' OR text ILIKE '%next%' OR text ILIKE 

'%beside%' OR 

text ILIKE '%meter%' OR text ILIKE '%inch%' OR text ILIKE 

'%feet%'; 

   
Due to the limited number of tweets, there was not sufficient information related to 

Jeddah’s flood. This was because the keywords used are in an English format, and most of 

the hashtags and written tweets in Saudi Arabia are in the Arabic language format because 

Arabic is the mother language in Saudi Arabia. Due to the aforementioned reasons, 

numerous tweets related to the 2009 flood were obtained manually in an Arabic language 

format. The search was performed using the Arabic keywords that were used during the 

flood: هدج تاناضیف ,هدج لویس ,  None of the 38 tweets .(see Appendix B) – ١٤٣٠هدج لویس 

obtained manually were geotagged, so information was extracted from the text and the 

image contents if available.  

Numerous YouTube videos were obtained related to the Jeddah floods. Terms in 

Arabic and English such as ( هدج تاناضیف ,هدج لویس  (flood 2009, Jeddah flood, disaster in 

Jeddah, rain in Jeddah), were used to search for videos at the website www.youtube.com; 

80 of 96 videos had useful related information. Three elements were considered while 
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performing the analysis of YouTube data: videos, audio, and text. For videos, video 

contents were used to estimate the depth of floodwater using a nearby sign such as a 

traffic light or the height of a car, and the location can be determined by recognizing the 

location or by identifying a popular store or restaurant. For the audio element, the speaker 

might give an information related to flood extent or flood depth. For the text element, 

information can be obtained from the title itself or from watchers’ comments. 

 

4.2.2.2. Visualization 

The flood information obtained from YouTube and Twitter was posted in Google 

Earth according to its appropriate geolocation to determine the extent of the flood and the 

inundation of the selected area. Photos were digitized on the map based on their 

geolocation (if available) or by determining the location using a street name or a 

recognizable feature. Extracted qualitative flood information was also used to place posts 

on the map based on the geolocation of the photo or the post contents. The field trip also 

played an important role in determining the geolocation of a photo. For example, visiting 

the location of a posted photo assisted in estimating the near-real geolocation of the 

posted photo.   

 Figure 21 shows the location that was extracted from the Twitter text, the Twitter 

title, and the photo contents of a Twitter post. This street was named after a Pakistani 

man who died after rescuing 14 persons (peace upon him). The government named the 

street after him; this street was one of the streets most affected by the 2009 flood (Asharq 

Al-awsat news, 2019).  
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Figure 21 Geolocation of a twitter post 
 
 
 

Figure 22 represents the distribution of Twitter data related to flood information. 

The figure shows a retweet network that displays different tweets from different authors, 

but all have the same geolocation, as shown in the table in Appendix B.  
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Figure 22 Distribution of flood Twitter posts in Jeddah city 
 

 

For YouTube videos, contents and comments were used to determine the location 

of the flooded area. In Figure 23, a snapshot of a video is used to estimate the flood 

inundation, while the comments in Figure 24 assist with determining the location of the 

video’s contents. Figure 25 represents the distribution of data extracted from YouTube 

related to flood information.   
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Figure 23 Geolocation of a YouTube video that provides the flood depth 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 24 YouTube comment that provides the location of the video 
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Figure 25 Distribution of YouTube data in Jeddah city 
 
 
 
4.2.2.3. Generating a flood map based on soft data 

Field trip data and social media data digitized in Google Earth was saved as a kmz 

file. Then, it was converted to an Esri shape file, to drive a flood extents map using QGIS 

and based on the three layers of soft data. The flood map based on soft data will be used 

to validate, compare, and improve the flood map based on the topographic wetness index 

method.   

Figure 26 display the process of generating the data set of this study. Data set 

contains the vector layer of the land use (street, railway and residential area), Soft data 

(Twitter, YouTube and field visit) and the topographic feature of the basin obtained from 

DEM raster file. 
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Figure 26 Data set generating process 

 

 

4.3. Topographic index map 

In 1979, Beven and Kirkby developed TOPMODEL, a physical base model that 

indicates the influence of topographic features on the hydrological response. They found 

a correlation between topographic parameters and the area exposed to floods (Western et 

al., 2002). The model has gone through improvements since 1979. Based on that model, 

Manfreda et al. (2008) state that the Topographic Wetness Index (TWI) relates the 

upslope contributing area that drains through a point and the hydrological slope at the 

same point. These parameters are derived from the DEM by calculating the flow direction 

for the hydrological gradient and the flow accumulation for the catchment area. Hence, 

TWI is an indicator that measures the potential on the area where water tends to 
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accumulate to determine the areas that have more potential to be flooded. A high TWI 

value indicates a high potential for water to accumulate due to a low slope and/or a large 

upstream contributing area. A low TWI value indicates a low potential for water 

accumulation, due to a steep slope and/or a small contributing area. 

  Basically, the TWI method is used to select the optimum locations for green 

infrastructure. The TWI can be used to assign the area that matches a particular 

constraint; for instance, a city planner in Illinois uses the TWI to assign areas that need 

more storm water management and to re-direct flood water for groundwater recharge 

(Ballerine, 2017). The method also used as a preliminary study for delineation of the 

flood hazard area for ungauged basins. Manfreda et al. (2011) used the TWI to determine 

the flood hazard area in the Arno river in Italy using different DEM resolutions; they 

found that the performance of the method works well for a DEM with 100 m resolution 

or less. They also found that the method works better for basins with a high slope ratio. 

Moreover, a TWI map derived from high-accuracy DEM data was used with Landsat 8 

and historical flood data to assign wetlands and to delineate a flood hazard area in 

Karawanga regency (Riadi et al., 2018). The study shows good results compared to a 

flood map generated by the Geospatial Information Agency in 2015. TWI is calculated 

using the Equation 4: 

Equation 4 TWI 

𝑇𝑊𝐼 = 𝑙𝑛	
𝐶𝑎

tan	(𝛽) 

where:  Ca is the upslope contributing area per unit length of contour (catchment 

area divided by contour length), 𝛽 is the topographic slope of the cell. 
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The formula is calculated based on the DEM to calculate the catchment area and 

curvature slope for each cell in the DEM. First, the DEM has been preprocessed by filling 

sinks. The catchment area is the pond area resulting from the water slides from the 

upslope, and the curvature slope (tan	𝛽) is the topographic gradient. The indicator is 

computed based on two mandatory parameters derived from DEM: slope and catchment 

area.  The slope (tan	𝛽) is estimated using the “slope, aspect, curvature” algorithm to 

generate a flow direction map by determining the water direction for each cell in the 

DEM file. The catchment area is estimated based on the flow direction using the 

“catchment area recursive” algorithm, which generates a flow accumulation map that 

calculates the upslope contributing area. Finally, the TWI is estimated for each grid cell 

to generate the TWI map. Cells with similar TWI values have similar hydrological 

responses (Gibbs, 2017). 

In this study, three flood maps were generated using the TWI method using QGIS 

and SAGA. First, the DEM raster file was filled, and the sinks were removed from the 

file. Then the three maps were created using TWI method; the first and the second TWI 

map was created based its flow direction method. The third map was created based on the 

modified catchment area method. 

1. TWI map based on a single-flow direction (sfd)  

For this phase, the hydrological slope was calculated with an assumption that 

the water flows in one direction. Between the eight neighboring adjacent cells, 

the water in the cell flows toward the direction of the cell with the steepest 

downslope (Wolock, 1995). Therefore, the catchment area is calculated based 
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on the D8 (deterministic eight nodes) algorithm, as water flows towards only 

one cell. D8 is a simple method; it does not provide an accurate image of the 

real flow direction, and it does not model the flow dispersion (Guang et al., 

2009). Next, a TWI map is created using the Topographic Wetness Index 

algorithm, based on the generated flow direction map and the generated flow 

accumulation map.   

2. TWI map based on multi-flow direction (mfd) 

For this phase, the hydrological slope is calculated with an assumption that the 

water flows in all directions; the slope is estimated based on the weighted 

average of the surrounding cells (Wolock, 1995). In this phase, the catchment 

area is calculated based on the MD8 (multi-flow direction) method, as the water 

flows from one cell to all downslope neighboring cells. This lets the 

accumulated area distribute from one cell to all neighboring downslope cells 

(Guang et al., 2009). Next, a TWI map is created using the Topographic 

Wetness Index algorithm based on the generated flow direction map and the 

generated flow accumulation map.  

Figure 27 shows the single flow direction and the multi-flow direction 

algorithms. Figure 28 show a TWI map for Qous basin based on single flow 

direction, and Figure 29 shows a TWI map based on the multi-flow direction 

method. The two maps represent the value of the TWI of each cell.  
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3. TWI map based on modified catchment area 

In this phase, a TWI map is generated using the SAGA Wetness Index (SWI), 

based on the modified catchment area. This algorithm is based on the multi-

flow direction method; the catchment area is calculated for each cell as a 

function of slope 𝛽 and the maximum value of the neighboring pixels in the 

catchment area. This smooths the value in a flat area (Böhner & Selige, 2006; 

Besnard et al., 2013). If the catchment area is less than the modified catchment 

area, then the catchment area is used, because the result is the same (Besnard et 

al., 2013). Figure 30 shows a topographic index map using the SAGA Wetness 

Index method.  

  

 

 
Single-flow direction  Multi-flow direction 

51 50 49  54 55 48 

50 48 45  51 53 49 

53 52 52  52 54 50 

 
Figure 27 Single and multi-flow direction simulation 
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Figure 28 TWI map (single-flow direction) 
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Figure 29 TWI map (multi-flow direction) 
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Figure 30 SWI map (modified catchment area)   
 
 
 
 

Graphical modular in figure 31 describes the above TWI method. Filled DEM 

was used to generate the catchment area raster file based on sdf method and mfd method 

and to estimate the slope raster file. These files were used to generate TWI sfd and TWI 

mfd. The filled DEM was also used to estimate SWI based on modified catchment area.  

Figure 32 shows Python script for the aforementioned process.  
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Figure 31 Graphical modeler for TWI  
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Figure 32 Python script 
 
 
 
4.4. Uncertainty 

Prediction in ungauged basins, especially in developing countries, is commonly 

associated with uncertainty. Understanding the source of uncertainty greatly assists in 

predicting and reducing the degree of uncertainty. The following are the expected sources 

of uncertainty in this study: 

1. Data Uncertainty: Data has been always an issue in most research, 

particularly in applied research. Researchers usually face problems in obtaining the 

appropriate at the right time and place (Spatial and temporal). This problem occurs 

from three different perspectives:  Availability, Accessibility, and Validity. 

1.1. Availability: A considerable quantity of required data 

for most of the research is not readily available in developing countries, 

which pushes researchers to look for alternative source such as the World 

Bank and/or United Nations and all relevant branches to obtain missing 
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data. However, such data, rather than the actual local data, creates 

considerable uncertainty in the output of the model. Furthermore, if data is 

not even available from the World Bank or the United Nations, proxy 

variables where the data is available is used to represent or to replace 

missing variables. For example, if we assume that the Void Ratio is needed 

as a variable in a proposed model and adequate data about the Variable 

Porosity is available, the porosity could be used instead of the Void Ratio. 

The Void Ratio will be regressed on porosity to create a relationship 

between them to estimate the Void Ratio from the available data of porosity. 

Alternatively, this model could be used as a sub-model of the main model. 

Remote Sensing data can also be used to obtain missing data. In fact, the 

most important characteristics for a given dataset are not necessarily the 

quantity of available data, but the quality of available data (Sorooshian and 

Gupta, 1983). Therefore, the first recommendation of this study is to 

increase the focus on building data systems in the aforementioned countries, 

because, although costly, the results are invaluable.   

1.2. Accessibility: Due to heavy regulations in 

aforementioned countries, required data is often inaccessible, even though 

it is available. However, this data is almost public data and has nothing to 

conceal (Hidden). For example, hydrological, meteorological, and soil data 

are difficult to obtain, which sometimes forces researchers to select models 

that fits the available data. Such a selection can create and develop 
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uncertainty in the model output. This study recommends classifying data 

into different categories, and then clarifying the regulation for each 

category. 

1.3. Validity: Invalid data is not uncommon in developing 

countries. Sometimes it even goes further as the researcher find some data 

are fraud (made up by human). Thus, every researcher must be very careful 

before using the data. Checking the validity of the data becomes a must, 

because invalid data will give generally invalid output. My 

recommendation, that agencies who are in charge of collecting, analyzing 

and recording data pay more attention in collecting and validating data.  

2. Uncertainty Due to Spatiotemporal Heterogeneity among the Physical 

Characteristic of the Basin (Wadi), Landscape, and Metrology: Usually, the mean 

value of the aforementioned parameters are considered (used) in the proposed 

models, and since the variation among values of these parameters is significant, 

uncertainty increases. To reduce the degree of uncertainty, additional sections will 

be taken between reaches along the basin (wadi). Experience with the local area 

plays a predominant rule in assigning locations and numbers of sections along the 

basin, and therefore, local experts in Hydrology will be consulted to make use of 

their experience. Unfortunately, the high cost of this endeavor is an issue. A Benefit 

Cost Analysis may need to be conducted to determine the number of the sections. 

For example, in this study, most of the basins in Jeddah city extent to around 100 

km, beginning with a highly-elevated mountainous upstream (approximately 2,000 
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meters). All these wadis finally discharge into the Red Sea. The slope of the 

mountainous area is steep, while the coastal area (plain) is flat. Similarly, in the 

upstream areas of the basin, the landscape is a mixture of boulders and gravel, which 

gradually turns into coarse sand towards the middle of the stream and a mixture of 

fine sand, silt, and clay in the downstream areas. Moreover, average annual 

precipitation in the upstream areas of these basins ranges between 250 and 350 mm, 

while in the downstream areas, it ranges between 50- and 80-mm. Humidity also 

decreases from 30 to 40 percent in upstream areas, while it increases to 90 percent 

in downstream areas.  

3. Uncertainty Due to Human Error: Knowledge, experience, and background 

of researchers greatly affects the quality of work. Unfortunately, the knowledge of 

technicians in most developing countries is relatively low, which, consequently, 

decreases the quality of the output. For example, sampling and testing water from 

certain areas requires an experienced technician that knows precisely when, how, 

and where to collect, preserve, and store water samples in order to carry out the 

necessary tests at the laboratory to estimate values of certain parameters. Also, 

measurement errors increase the degree of uncertainty. In fact, the degree of 

uncertainty depends highly on the physical ability and experience of the technician 

taking the measurements. Automating some of these steps can help minimize 

human error in measurements. Errors also might occur from reading, rounding 

and/or printing.   
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4. Model Uncertainty: Selecting the appropriate model is sometimes not 

possible due to one or more of the aforementioned data deficiencies such as 

insufficient and/or invalid data. As previously mentioned, proxy variables for the 

dropped variable might be used, or a modification in the proposed model can be 

made to make it more applicable. Such actions, however, may create uncertainty in 

the model and alter the output. Moreover, sometimes multiple regression with 

certain variables is appropriate for a certain study, but the absence of sufficient data 

of certain independent variables will force the modeler to drop out that variable, 

creating uncertainty in the structure of the model. Another source of uncertainty 

occurs when the basic assumption of the regression model may not be met /valid, 

such as the linearity of the model. In such cases, a non-linear model may be 

introduced to reduce the uncertainty. Additionally, the distribution of data of certain 

variables does not fit a well-known distribution and forcing this data to fit a certain 

distribution can create a high level of uncertainty. In such cases, nonparametric tests 

might be used to overcome this problem, which does not assume a particular 

underlying theoretical population distribution.  

5. Uncertainty Due to Unsuitable Regionalization: Transferring hydrological 

information from gauged basins with similar hydrological characteristics to 

ungauged basins to estimate stream flow can also create uncertainty. Even with 

similarities between the gauged and ungauged basins, hydrological differences such 

as evaporation, soil type, slope, and other factors will result in model uncertainty. 
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Thus, it is important to choose the suitable regionalization technique to reduce the 

overall degree of uncertainty.  
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5. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

The analysis of the soft data (Twitter posts, YouTube videos and their comments, 

field trip photos and observations) focuses on two main domains: identification of terms 

used in texts such as Twitter posts, and comments with potential semantic value related to 

flood information and identification of geographic locations. Semantic values are 

identified using the aforementioned keywords, which represent flood parameters and sign 

locations. 

The above SQL script extracted only nine rows that contains some of the 

keywords. However; no textual information was obtained from the English Twitter data, 

because most of the tweets contain the keywords (flood, flash flood, flashflood) but not 

related flood information. Table 9 displays the output of the SQL script that presents the 

tweet’s text and the post’s geolocation. 
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Table 9 Output of Twitter SQL script 
Tweets’ text Coordinate 

# مویلا رھظ ةدج# يف دھف_كلملا_قفن# | ةدج_راطما  تاھویدیف وا روص انوكراش ��⛈ .

نالا_ةدج# .ةدیرغتلا هذھ لفسا يحلا مسا ركذ عم راطمالا#  

https://t.co/ThQIHKQFvh                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

21.58110, 39.182985 

RT @Saudi_Gazette: #Jeddah rains flood streets, met office near 

airport hit by lightning — https://t.co/cZGxQEv247 #JeddahRain…                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

23.917551,45.081057

  

RT @sadeem_wss: Flood report: peak of 20 centimeters of water in 

Butterfly Lane (Garden area) of @KAUST_News at 6:20 am today 

Novem…                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

21.48168, 39.18286 

RT @alimhaider: @M_Bonasser We even put up signs now, 

wherever roads flood: Turn Around, Don’t Drown.  No one pays 

them any attention.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

24.64732, 46.714581

  

 
 

The first tweet contains the word "neighborhood" in Arabic language format, but 

it doesn’t give any information about the flood location, though the user encourages other 

twitter users to share their observations and provide spatial information. The second 

tweet contains the keyword "street" and the keyword "near", which estimate a zone of 

flood extent next to the airport northwest of Jeddah city. However; the geolocation of the 

re-tweet’s post located in Riyadh city, which doesn’t support the estimation of the flood 

location in Jeddah city. The third tweet gives an estimation of water depth as 20 

centimeters, and the user specifies the location as Butterfly Lane, which is located in the 

city of Thuwal. The geolocation of the retweet posted in Jeddah city. The last tweet gives 
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no information related to the flood, though it has the keyword street and the geolocation 

of the posted tweet is in Riyadh city.  

It is important to notice that social media data cannot be considered as reliable 

information, because a user can use the same synonym for different meanings see Table 

10. For example, in this case a retweet post “flood kita in any way” contains the word 

"flood", but the user refers to the hashtag #MissUniverse #Philippino, which is a totally 

different subject. For the second tweet, the user refers to another flood that occurred 

within the same time period in another city in Saudi Arabia.  

 

Table 10 Unrelated flood tweets 
RT @gooodviibeess: REPLY TO THIS TWEET WITH THIS:  #MissUniverse 

#Philippines   FLOOD KITA IN ANY WAY!!! https://t.co/yoRJE5Zarw 

First rainy expi in Riyadh. Overwhelming indeed. No to heavy flood and traffic. 

�üôè�üôè Masarap sana‚Ä¶ https://t.co/T3I9vIW8Kl 

 
 

In this study, YouTube was more useful for gaining information than Twitter, 

because Twitter data was filtered and harvested using only English keywords, while 

YouTube was filtered and harvested using both Arabic and English keywords. Moreover; 

based on Statista (2017), YouTube is the second-most popular social network in Saudi 

Arabia with a 71% penetration rate, while Twitter has a 52% penetration rate.  

For the first phase, there were 83 points for YouTube and only 42 points for 

Twitter. Therefore, manual search was used to obtain more Twitter data to support the 
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resulting map. The search was mostly focused on the 2009 flood and related to the study 

area. Different key words were used for that, all of them in Arabic language format. In 

addition to that, the corresponding Islamic Hijri year of 1430 was used as a search 

keyword in both languages, because the Hijri calendar is used more than the Gregorian 

calendar in Saudi Arabia. After that manual search, the number of Twitter data increased 

from 42 to 87. It is important to notice that most of the new tweets were posted later than 

2009, but they were related to the Jeddah flood of 2009. 

In Twitter data, Abrug-Alraghamah and Quaiza were the most-mentioned 

neighborhoods, and Faraman and Jack Streets were the most-mentioned streets. The two 

streets are in proximity, and both are located in the aforementioned neighborhoods. The 

two neighborhoods are located in the east side of the basin, close to the outlet. The 

neighborhoods have a high population, and most of the people who live there are low-

income people. A slum area also exists within the area, which make it more vulnerable to 

flooding.  

The flood extent in Qous basin was obtained based on tweets’ texts and Twitter-

posted photo, but flood depth was not obtained, since no information related to flood 

depth was found in this Twitter data set. The example in Figure 33 shows a posted tweet 

with a photo that presents the name of the street and the neighborhoods. 
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Figure 33 Twitter post with flood location information 
 
 
 

YouTube videos were used to obtain qualitative and quantitative information. 

Videos represent flood extent and depth by recognizing the contents of the videos, while 

videos’ titles and comments also provide literal information for depth and location as 

well. It also gives an indication of the social sentiment within the area, which will not be 

covered in this study. It is important to notice that downloading YouTube videos is 

illegal, and it is only for viewing purposes. However, this might be a problem for further 

research, because some videos are removed by the uploader.   

For example, one video’s title (....... قدصتالام ةزیوق يح ةدج لویس .mp4) gives the 

name of the neighborhood (Quaza), which is located in Qous basin, and one of the 

comments also provides the same neighborhood name. The uploader provided audio 

information by specifying the location with the name of the neighborhood, and he 

estimated the flood depth he observed as three to four meters. The contents also give an 
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estimation of the flood depth: some people were standing on something in the area 

designated to hold the air-conditioning unit for the first-floor apartment, and that gives an 

estimation of a depth of 1.5 meters. Figure 34 shows two snapshots from the video that 

show the location and the clue for estimated flood depth. The figure presents a comment 

that mentions the name of the neighborhood, and he also described the situation of his 

school on that day in the same neighborhood during the flood.  

 
Figure 34 Flood information obtained from the contents and watchers' comments 
 

 

Another YouTube video also shows a flood in Jack Street in the Quaza 

neighborhood, as stated by the watcher’s comments and the contents. Six comments 

mentioned the location of the video and three clarified that the Quaza neighborhood is 

located in the middle of the basin. Figure 35 shows that the comment text determined 

almost the exact location, as the watcher determines the location by his school name. The 

other comment also specifies the neighborhood, and it also explains that the problem is 
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that the neighborhood is in the middle of Qous basin. This neighborhood was one of the 

areas most affected by flooding. Within this Jack street area, there are three elementary 

schools and one middle school; these make the area very high risk, due to the large 

number of children and the narraw, disorganized street. From the contents of the video, 

the water almost covers a Jeep car; this gives a depth estimation of 1.5 meter. During the 

field trip, two water marks on Jack Street also give almost the same estimation. The 

presenting of the schools in the video also assists with determining the flood location. 

Social media information has a high probability of uncertainty. This study 

attempted to reduce the uncertanty of the data by visiting the locations on the videos and 

comparing the locations with their comments for more validation. One of the errors 

captured, shown in in the first tweet in Figure 35, was found when the user states that the 

school on the right in the video contents is Prince Majid School. During the field visit, it 

was found that the school is one kilometer away from the loction that is shown in the 

video. Figure 36 shows the geolocation of the comment’s video and a red paddle 

indicating the geolocation of Prince Majid School. 

 
Figure 35 YouTube comments that determine flood location 
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Figure 36 The geolocation of the video and the geolocation of the school   
 
 
 

There are also several YouTube videos related to the Jeddah flood that were 

frequently mentioned, but they were out of the basin's boundary, for example, the King 

Abdullah tunnel. The street sign in the screenshot of the YouTube video facilitates 

digitizing the photo to its appropriate location on the map. Moreover, comments and 

other textual contents regarding the video also provide information for this video. 

(jeddah Rain Disaster هللادبع كلملا قیرط قفن قرغ - ةدج راطما ) provides the location of the 

attached video. One of the users’ comments for this video also provides information 

regarding the location and flood depth: the comments mentioned the name of the tunnel 

and also describe that the tunnel is fully flooded. Based on data from the Ministry of 
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Transportation, the height of the tunnel is about 5.5 m, which gives an estimation of the 

flood inundation of that flooded area equal to 5 meters, Figure 37. 

 
Figure 37 Flood information obtained from the video’s contents 
 
 
 

Based on the result, YouTube data was mostly clustered in the western part of 

Qous basin. The Quaiza and Abrug Alrughama neighborhoods, Jack street, and Al 

Haramain road were mostly mentioned literally and visually. There were also clustering 

data within King Abdullah road and tunnel, but that is beyond the boundary of the study 

area. Thus, the flood inundation map was derived from YouTube data that determined the 

Quaiza and Abrug Alrghama neighborhoods as a flooded area with an average of 1-1.5-

meter water depth. However, these neighborhoods have a high-density population with 

unorganized urban planning and a slum area in the south of the neighborhood. The Al-

Haramain road was also determined to be a flooded area, with an average flood depth of 

1 meter. 
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All three layers of the soft data were added to the Qous basin vector layer to 

determine the flood extent based on qualitative information obtained from peoples’ 

observation and knowledge. For Qous basin and from the maps that present the 

distribution of YouTube and Twitter data in Figure 22 and 25 in Chapter 4, there is a data 

clustering in the west side of the basin. It is in the downslope close to the outlet of the 

watershed; that makes the area have more potential for water accumulation.   

The existing of social media data posting in the west side rather than the other 

places is because the flood happened on 2009; from Figure 5 in Chapter 3, the 

urbanization pattern goes from east to west, and there is more population in the east side 

than the west. In addition, from observations in the field visit, most of the buildings on 

the western side are fenced land, where a few people live with their animals; some of the 

existing buildings there have no residents, as these buildings are mostly used as a party 

hall for reservation.     

Figure 38 is a map the presents the distribution of the soft data in Jeddah city and 

specifically in Qous basin. YouTube and Twitter data mostly match similar flood 

locations based on observations during flood time, while field visits added several nearby 

locations based on clues from observations and resident experience from the area not 

flooded. 
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Figure 38 Distribution of soft data in Qous basin and Jeddah city 
 
 
 

The rapid development of GIS technology enable researcher to develop 

distributed model rather than lumped model. Basically, it represents the spatial variation 

of hydrological response within the watershed with less effort (Carpenter et al.,2006). 

Topographic Model (TOPOMODEL) is a distributed model that uses the relationship 

between different points in a catchment and their hydrological similarity. The main 

purpose of this model is to predict the distributed response of catchment to the rainfall.  

TOPOMODEL is a simple model with few parameters, this makes it easy to use 

and apply by engineers and planners. Other models with more parameters may provide 
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better results but it does not fit the Saudi condition due to data limitation. However; it has 

three basic assumption: 

1. The hydraulic gradient is approximated by the general slope of the ground surface.  

2. The rate of the flow is assumed to be in a steady case through cross section of the 

watershed 

3. The transmissivity is assumed to distribute exponentially with the depth.  

In fact, soil is heterogenous throughout the basin and transmissivity is based on 

soil type and characteristics, and on the depth of the ground water table. This assumption 

can be valid only if the soil is homogenous throughout the basin. These assumptions 

might cause error and affect the result. However; the mis-planning in the study case 

disturb the natural stream and the rout of the flood as some urban area located within 

basin streams. The generated Topographic Wetness Index (TWI) maps display the 

distribution of the hydrological response before the planning. Therefore; soft data is used 

to support the maps and to displays the situation after the planning.   

Soft data layer, street layer and railway layer were all added to each TWI map to 

determine the flood prone area. The three maps were compared using r.report method that 

generate a statistic report for each TWI raster file. The data of each raster file were 

classified in to four groups by its percentage value and by the accumulated area in 𝑘#. 

Figure 39, 40, and 41 shows TWI Single Flow Direction (sfd), Multi Flow Direction 

(mfd) and SAGA Wetness Index (SWI) map respectively associated with the soft data in 
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Qous basin. Table 11 displays the covered area of each category and Table12 shows the 

percentage of the total area of the three TWI raster files. 

 

 
Figure 39 TWI sfd map and TWI sfd map associated with soft data distribution 
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Figure 40 TWI mfd map and TWI mfd map associated with soft data distribution 
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Figure 41 SWI map and SWI map associated with soft data distribution 
 
 
 
 
Table 11 Area of each category in TWI maps 

Category Area/ square kilometer 

TWI sfd TWI mfd SWI TWI sfd TWI mfd SWI 

3.63– 8.04 3.74 – 8.11 5.49 - 9.68 48.704 46.102 9.171 

8.04 - 12.447 8.11 - 12.48 9.68 - 13.86 14.54 14.158 27.435 

12.44 - 16.58 12.48 - 16.85 13.86 - 18.04 3.966 6.217 25.414 

16.58 - 21.25 16.85 - 21.22 18.04 - 22.23 0.62 1.353 5.81 

Total 67.832 
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Table 12 Percentage cover of each category in TWI maps 

Category Cover % 

TWI sfd TWI mfd SWI TWI sfd TWI mfd SWI 

3.63 – 8.04 3.74 – 8.11 5.49 - 9.68 71.8 67.96 13.52 

8.04 - 12.447 8.11 - 12.48 9.68 - 13.86 21.44 20.87 40.45 

12.44 - 16.58 12.48 - 16.85 13.86 - 18.04 5.85 9.17 37.47 

16.58 - 21.25 16.85 - 21.22 18.04 - 22.23 0.91 2.00 8.57 

Total 100 

 
 

 

 

The spatial distribution of the topographic index in the three TWI maps is linked 

to the used algorithm for estimating the flow direction and the flow accumulation. Based 

on the tables and the above figures, it is found that TWI sfd map gives less potential of 

water accumulated due to the nature of the single flow direction as the water move 

towards a single direction.  

The highest category value of TWI covers less than 1% of the total area, it covers 

71.8 % of the total area for the lowest category value of TWI. Though TWI mfd give also 

low potential of water accumulated, it gives higher percent in the high category value of 

TWI then TWI sfd. TWI sfd in the third and fourth category covers 5.85% and 0.9% 

respectively of the total area, while it covers 9.17% and 2% for TWI mfd for the same 

categories. This is due the multi flow direction method where the water flow to all 
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downslope directions. However, the first and the second category has no significant 

changes between TWI sfd and TWI mfd. 

The index value for TWI sfd map and TWI mfd map is associated with the 

Strahler topological order. Area with high index value where the area has high potential 

of water accumulated is associated with low tributary rank order. Area with low index 

value where it estimates a low potential of water accumulated is associated with high 

tributary rank. Figure 42 show the basin network with the TWI map.     

 

 

 
Figure 42 Basin networks in TWI map 
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SWI gives the highest potential of water accumulated between the three methods, 

it reaches 8.57% for the fourth category and 37.47 for the third category. This is due to 

the modified flow accumulation method.  

The distribution of the soft data related to flood location in TWI sfd map and TWI 

mfd map doesn’t highly match the distribution of the high index value especially the 

fourth category. For example, the index value for TWI sfd and TWI mfd map in area of 

Quaza neighborhood ranges between 5 and 12 with lower value, this area was highly 

mentioned with posts (videos and photos) in the social media data because it has three 

schools and people highly mentioned the danger of such situation for students. This 

mismatch is due to mis-planning, where this neighborhood located beside the main 

channel, and the urbanized area in the channel disturb the water flow.  

For SWI map, the location of the posted soft data highly matches the location of 

the high index value within the map. For example, Faraman street which was highly 

affected by the flood and also was mentioned by Twitter and YouTube, has a high value 

index which gives a high potential of water accumulated and more potential of flooded 

area.  

The field visit data was mostly matching the area with high potential water 

accumulated in the three maps, except one area. The index value of this area ranges 

between 5 - 14 for TWI sfd, between 6 – 14 for TWI mfd and 12 – 18 in SWI map. This 

area was mentioned because it has two elementary school, one middle school and one 

high school which should be taken in to consideration especially because it close to the 

outlet and 400 meters near to the main tributary.  
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Based on the three TWI maps and on the soft data distribution map, SWI map 

gives a good determination of the flood extent in Qous basin among the three TWI 

method. The flood extent was delinated using soft data which determines the flood area 

in the area with a high index value. Such method is an appropriate initial method in this 

study to delineates flood hazard areas for an ungauged basin with limited data source.    

The distribution of the soft data about the flood has a greater concentration on the 

west side of the basin, where the urban area exists. Users posted their communications in 

areas that reflected hazard situations; such areas were more likely to be located in an 

urban area, as people are more likely to live there. The urban area is vulnerable to 

flooding due to the low infiltration rate in that area, as discussed in Chapter Three. 

Moreover, the urban area in the Qous basin is more vulnerable to flood damage due to 

several aspects of the unplanned urbanization: streets are very narrow, making them 

inaccessible to emergency services; streets have no sidewalks; and the elevation of the 

land for buildings is the same as the elevation of the street. In addition, some areas in 

Qous basin are slum areas, where the number of residents occupying each house exceeds 

the legal limit, and most of the neighborhoods are not in the sewerage system. 

The above-mentioned elements make the residential area in Qous basin more 

vulnerable to flooding. For this study, flood-prone areas were determined for the urban 

area based on the urban density (exposure) and the topographic wetness index value 

(hazard) of the watershed. The urban density map was created based on the residential 

vector layer; it was generated as a heatmap to determine the urban density value in Qous 

basin. The urban density map and the SWI map were both normalized using the raster 
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normalization method to have the same range of values for each map. Figure 43 and 

Figure 44 represents the normalized urban density heat map for Qous basin and the 

normalized SAGA wetness index map for Qous basin respectively.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 43 Normalized urban density heat map for Qous basin 
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 Figure 44 Normalized SAGA wetness index for Qous basin 
 

 

 

The two maps were overlaid to create a risk map that shows the risk level; the risk 

level was determined by multiplying the exposure by the level of hazard. Then The soft 

data layer was overlaid to the risk map of the flood hazard area based on qualitative 

information and the flood hazard for a location was determined based on the level of risk 

and the interpretation of soft data information. Figure 45 represents the risk area for the 

urbanized area in Qous basin.  
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Figure 45 Risk area for the urbanized area in Qous basin 
 
 
 
 
 

The west side of the map (red area), which has high urban density and high index 

values, represents a high-risk level. As the urban density and the index value decrease, 

the risk level also decreases. Finally, the blue area represents no risk level, because there 

is no urbanization in that area. The distribution of the soft data in the risk map gives a 

reasonable determination of the area flooded in 2009 flood. Social media data give 

significant results for determining the flood hazard area. The social media data are 

clustered in the west side of the basin, which has high urban density and a high potential 
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for accumulation of water. These areas are the Abrug, Alrughama, and Quiza 

neighborhoods and Faraman and Jack Streets, which were frequently mentioned in social 

media posts and also by residents’ experience.  

It was found that some of the field visit data was located in the moderate-risk 

areas and the non-risk area. It needs to be considered that the flood map was generated 

based only on urban density, the SWI, and soft data; the risk level could be affected by 

other elements such as the type of building and the existence of a sewerage system, which 

were not included in this study. For example, the two field-visit data located in the yellow 

area (moderate-risk area) were a water mark on a wall that reaches two meters. The street 

in that area redirected the flood water and overwhelmed the area; after the 2009 flood, an 

artificial channel was built in that area, which assists in reducing the risk level there. The 

existence of the field visit in the blue area is related to the very low population density in 

that area, but the topographic features of the watershed direct the water through that area. 

Figure 46 is the final map that shows the flood hazard areas for the urbanized area in 

Qous basin based on soft data and Topographic Wetness Index.  
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Figure 46 Flood hazard areas for the urbanized area in Qous basin 
 

 

Flood hazard map for urban areas in Qous basin determines the vulnerable areas 

for flooding, it assess the risk for people, property and infrastructure within the 

watershed. The vulnerability was determined based on the population and SWI value, for 

that the above map delineates flood hazard areas for urban area only. Area with (No-risk) 

level is considered as a non-vulnerable area because it has no population, but it cannot be 

considered as a non-hazard area because it might have a high SWI value. Flood hazard 

map determines the vulnerability level for the existing urban area in the watershed, 

therefore, it can be used for flood emergency management plan, but it cannot be used for 

future planning development. The map presented in Figure 44 can be used for future 
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planning development because it determines the flood hazard area based on the 

topographic features of the basin with no consideration to the population.     

Soft data gives a good approximation of the extent of the flood-prone area, with 

the assistance of additional factors such as urban density and topographic features. The 

locations of the posted social media data are correlated with urban density, while the field 

visit considers the location of the urbanized and the non-urbanized areas that influence 

the flood spatial extent. The integration between the social media and the field visits 

gives a wider view and more understanding of the flood events. 
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6. CONCLUSION 

6.1. Conclusion 

Flood-prone areas are identified using hydrological-hydraulic simulation. Such 

models give significant results, but using the models is time-consuming and they require 

a large amount of data. The existence of ungauged basins lacking the required data due to 

unavailability or inaccessibility increases the need for alternatives to calibration data. 

This study addresses the watershed of Qous basin, an ungauged basin located in the city 

of Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, where calibration data is difficult to obtain.   

Urban expansion in Qous basin began in 1988, starting from the west side of the 

watershed and moving toward the east, northeast, and southeast sides of the basin. Due to 

mis-planning in the urban area, buildings and roads were built in flood-prone areas, 

disturbing the natural drainage channels. Changes in the nature of the land use with no 

environmental planning decreased the infiltration rate and increased the runoff of rainfall 

to streams. This study aims to delineate the flood-prone areas in Qous basin using soft 

data as an alternative to calibration data, due to the scarcity of calibration data. Hence, 

qualitative information was used due to the lack of quantitative information.  

Soft data is qualitative information that is generated from knowledge, opinion, 

assessment, and public observation. It is less reliable than hard data, as it cannot be 

validated because it is not comparable. It is used for gauged basins and ungauged basins, 

and its value increases if stream flow measurements are limited (Seibert & McDonnell, 
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2014). It is also used for calibration and validation (Youssef et al., 2016), but it cannot be 

used for uncertainty assessment (Seibert & McDonnell, 2014). 

For this study, soft data consists of information from YouTube, Twitter, and field 

visits. The data were analyzed to extract flood-related information to assist with 

determining flood locations based on the population's observations and assessments. 

Flood-related information was extracted from social media platforms based on the posted 

texts, photos, and videos. YouTube videos were more useful in this study, as the 

information was extracted from the videos' contents, videos’ titles, watchers’ comments, 

and uploaded audio. 

The extracted flood locations were validated during field visits by matching the 

location with a street name or a known location. During a field visit, data were also 

obtained from a flood wall mark indicating an inundation and from bushes in a dry area 

indicating soil moisture. The field visits also assisted with understanding the 

characteristics of the basin and its streams. Each item of soft data was digitized on the 

map based on its geolocation, to analyze the spatial distribution of soft data in order to 

generate a map of flood-prone areas in Qous basin. 

Information obtained from social media data were barely sufficient for such a 

flood disaster. Twitter data were collected using English language keywords, while the 

mother language in Saudi Arabia is Arabic. Navigating through YouTube videos is time-

consuming because useful data might appear at any time in a video and getting 

information from watchers’ comments requires time and effort. It was found that social 

media data occurred only in the west side of the basin; for the rest of the basin, no data 
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were obtained, because the west side is the most populated area within the basin and the 

east side is non urbanized area.  

The residential area is an important element that affects the hazard level, and it 

needs to be considered as a significant factor in determining flood-prone areas. Land-use 

data such as road networks and residential areas were not accessible foe the study area, so 

an alternative source was used to obtain such data. The existence of VGI internet 

platforms makes geographic data accessible to the public. From this view, land use data 

was obtained from open source platforms such as OpenStreetMap and Google Earth, and 

QGIS was used to import and export the vector layers of land-use data to be used in the 

analysis of this study.  

A map of flood-prone areas based on soft data was validated using the 

Topographic Wetness Index method, which is a function of the slope and the catchment 

area that estimates the potential for water accumulation. This method relies only on 

topographic data obtained from DEM that has fine resolution and is freely available to the 

public. It relies on the topographic features of the watershed, as the topographic features 

control the hydrological process in the basin. The values of the TWI were computed by 

estimating the flood direction to determine the hydrological gradient and by estimating 

the flow accumulation to determine the upslope of the contributing area.  

Three TWI maps were created with different methodologies and compared to 

validate the flood inundation extent related to soft data. The first TWI map was generated 

by the Topographic Wetness Index method based on single flow direction (sfd); the 

resulting TWI sfd map didn’t match soft data distribution. This is mostly because single 
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flow direction doesn’t reflect the reality of the flow direction, as the algorithm assumes 

that the water flow is only to the steepest downslope, with no involvement of other 

adjacent downslopes. The second map was created by the Topographic Wetness Index 

method based on multi-flow (mfd) direction; this improves the flow direction simulation, 

as the water flows in all downslope directions. The result of the TWI mfd map didn’t 

provide a significant change from the first map. 

The third map was created using the SAGA Wetness Index (SWI) method based 

on a modified catchment area. The SWI map provides a significant match with the map 

showing the distribution of flood soft data, and the SWI map showed a significant change 

in the index value for all categories. The SWI maps helped to validate the distribution of 

flood soft data in Qous basin.  

The soft data flood map shows data clusters in the west side of the basin; this 

gives a determination of the flood-prone area based on population observations. This 

result works well with the SWI map, where the location of the clustering data is 

associated with a high index value. The Abrug Alrughamah neighborhoods, the Quaiza 

neighborhoods, Jack Street, Faraman Street, and the Al-Haramin highway (the area next 

to the Qous basin outlet) were the affected areas, with an estimation of 1- 1.5 m 

inundation based on flood soft data. This makes sense from the topographic perspective, 

because these areas are located in the downslope of the basin, near the mainstream, and 

beside the basin’s outlet; moreover, these areas are located in the category of high-index 

value on the SWI map. 
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The final map was generated by interpreting the risk level using the spatial 

distribution of the soft data. Risk level was estimated based on the urban density and the 

value of the topographic wetness index; there are four categories of risk: high risk, 

moderate risk, low risk, and no risk. The final map is a flood risk map that indicate the 

level of the risk in the urbanized area in Qous basin. It was found that the Abrug 

Alrughamah neighborhoods, the Quaiza neighborhoods, Jack Street, and Faraman Street 

are located in the high-risk area; these locations were the locations most frequently 

mentioned in social-media data. These locations have a high urban density and are 

located in an area with high SWI value, while areas with no social-media data give low to 

moderate risk level and have low to no urban density. Field-visit data were distributed in 

urbanized and non-urbanized areas because data were obtained based on residential 

knowledge and field observations in the watershed. Amalgamation between social-media 

data and field-visit data provide a better understanding of the flood from social and 

topographic perspectives.    

Errors in this study come from several sources. Qualitative information is usually 

associated with an error, because people see things from different perspectives. For social 

media, determining the location varied between one person and another; this will lead to 

some incorrect location determination. Numerous social-media data are not geolocated, 

and it is not guaranteed to be able to obtain the location from texts or photos. The culture 

and the education level play important roles in data quality; therefore, it is recommended 

to make people aware of the importance of social-media data and to encourage citizens to 

assist by providing flood-related information such as flood extent and flood depth.    
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 Another source of error in this study is the assumptions of the use of 

TOPOMODEL, despite the fact that the soil and the land are not homogenous throughout 

the basin. The lack of calibrated data also increases the uncertainty, but this study is an 

initial stage to obtain data, and more research in different disciplinary areas is needed to 

generate a credible flood hazard area map.  

In conclusion, this study aims to find an appropriate methodology to determine 

flood-prone areas for an ungauged basin. The objective was achieved by integrating 

qualitative information obtained from social-media platforms and field visits with the 

topographic features of the watershed obtained from DEM. 
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6.2. Future work: 

1. The urban area in Jeddah is expanding to the north, south, and east due to active 

migration from the rural areas to the city. Not all the basins that originate from the 

Sarawat mountains, flowing toward the Red Sea, have been urbanized. The basins 

closest to Jeddah are expected to be urbanized in the future. The recommendation 

is to carry out further research to identify the flood prone areas and avoid any 

urban mis-planning. It should be clear that studying basins before planning will be 

much easier than after planning. 

2. Apply the method used in this study to a gauged basin with available data to 

validate the framework of the method and add more parameters to the model, such 

as soil type and soil moisture index. Compare the results with and without the 

new parameters. 

3. Apply more social media data using Arabic keywords to the method from other 

platforms such as Instagram and Snapchat to obtain rich qualitative information. 

4.  Collect Twitter data for each occurring disaster. “Twitter Streaming API 1%” is 

free and available for developers, who are allowed to obtain a 1% sample of all 

data related to specific parameters. Applying this method for every flood will 

assist with future research, because retrieving Twitter data using “Twitter 

Streaming API 1%” is free for only sixty days. 

5. Use remote sensing data to validate the flood prone areas for non-urbanized areas 

where no social media is available. 
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APPENDIX 

Appendix A: 

 

YouTube Link, publisher Contents COM
MENT
S 

TITL
E 

A
U

D
IO

 

PU
BLISH

ED
 

 يح ةدج لویس .......
قدصتالام ةزیوق .mp4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=8qiTC_fZdKc 
Anas Ali 
 

ةزیوق  
2 - 3 m 

ةزیوق  
 

ةزیوق  
 

3- 4 m
 

N
ov 2009 

   

Jeddah flood لویس 
 يف تارایسلا ثداوح ةدج
2009 سانلا عم بعرلا  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=bvCgCJCHwD4&t=19s 
 
keralaviews 
 
 

Jack street 
Depth 1.5 – 2 m 
 

Jack 
street 

ةزیوق  
 
 

NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

 

 ةثراك نع ملؤم ریرقت
ـھ 1432 ةدج لویس  

(repeated) 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=CemmfQ0eMtM 
 
Abdullah Al-Matar 
 

Jack street 
Depth 1.5 – 2 m 
 
 

NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2011 

Flood in Jeddah, 
Saudi Arabia 25 
November 2009 
(2) 
(repeated) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=bPgpe7BuDsM&t=19s 
 
FARAZ M. ISLAM 
 

Jack street 
Depth 1.5 – 2 m 

Medina 
road,Fa
sheliya 
road,Th
aylia 
road 
,Obhur 
road 
and 
Andula
s road 
 

NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2010 

 راطمأ / ةدج تاناضیف
ةزیوق ةدج لویس /ةدج  

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=s6XAeP15Slo 
 
Ahmed Alnashmi 
 

 
Jack street 
Depth 1.5 – 2 m 
 

ةزیوق  
 عراش

 نیطسلف
 يربك لبق

 نیطسلف
 عم

 نیعبسلا
 ةرشابم

 ياج تناو
 قیرط نم

نیمرحلا  
 
 

ةزیوق  
 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 
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 بعرم عطقم هدج لویس
 ثودح تقو روصم

ةثراكلا  
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=pqQLtBISD14 
 
Abo Rama 

عیرسلا نیمرحلا قیرط  
 

 قیرط
 نیمرحلا

عیرسلا  
 

NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

 

Flood in Jeddah, 
Saudi Arabia 25 
November 2009 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=Skr5egS6Uk0 
 
FARAZ M. ISLAM 
 

NA NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2010 

Jeddah Flood 25 
Nov 2009 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=hHdI7ForWck 
 

ةزیوق  
Gas station 

NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

Flood In Jeddah 
Saudi Arabia 
December 2009 
(repeated) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=ZVqbtuw9e2M 
 
Erick La-Gatta 
 

عیرسلا نیمرحلا قیرط  
 

NA 
 

NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2016 

 

Raining in Jeddah- 
25 November 2009 
1 pm 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=TArMk8tNPe8 
 
 
adi123456adi 
 

هللادبع  5  كلملا قیرط قفن
meters 
 

NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

 

swrphome - 
November Rain 
(25 Nov 2009) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=tuszzZUVWsM 
 
Sophia Bernadette 
 

KAUST 
0.5 meter 

NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

 

Jeddah Flood Nov 
25, 2009 mp4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=Fz7lJlP1Ttc 
 
sainumon100 
 
 

0.5 meter NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2011 

Jeddah Floods 
Nov. 25 2009 by 
Abu Rabee' 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=aCv3CgE39NE 
 
Ahmed Geddy 
 

0.5 meter NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

Jeddah flood https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=SPBtjhdtDSw 
 
kmskottakkal 
 

0.5 meter NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

Jeddah flood https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=dIdIJrEMaRQ 
soyhunt14 

0.5 meter NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 
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Rain Disaster 
Saudi Arabia Final 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=rQ42Oo6WyCk 
 
Aiwaah Dot Com 
 

Jack street, Albaik 
restraint 
 

 ةطحم ماما ةزیوق يح
دعاسملا  

 

NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

 1430-12-8 ةدج لویس
نیمرحلا قیرط ةثراك و  

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=OkbNmxOJ2FM 
 
 
ab0badr 
 

https://goo.gl/maps/
VBaBHnXDEpv 
 

NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

flood in jeddah ksa https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=r7jeTAFZoCM 
 
TheZerocool81 
 

0.5 m NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

Jeddah Flood on 
25.11.2009 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=RaphIK5SDfQ&t=271s 
 
Mohamed Ibrahim Maricar 

https://goo.gl/maps/
EiLj79cAqqq 
https://goo.gl/maps/u
f4YpBCehs72 

100 or, 
at worst 
500 
year 
flood 
 

NA 

N
A

 

N
O

V
 2009 

Rain in jeddah 25 
Nov 2009.mp4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=UP6aPqLL7Tw 
Abid Khatib 
 

https://goo.gl/maps/
AbieWZSR31A2 
 

NA NA 

N
A

 

N
O

V
 2009 

flood in jeddah 25 
nov 2009 bani 
malik dist by 
RASHID ALI.mp4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=NfZwHuU2QD4 
 
AYTH RASHID 
 

Bani malik 
1 meter 

NA Bani 
malik 
 

Bani m
alik 

 N
ov 2009 

Jeddah Rain Flood https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=OIS-vEppBQE 
 
 
Raed J. Smadi 
 

NA NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

Rain in Jeddah 25 
nov 09.3gp 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=qXl3XsfqdEs 
 
Ahmed Hussain 
 

Non flooded area NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

the jeddah 
experience (nov. 
25 2009) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=dfv2isgh9K0 
 
 
macapagalemerson 
 

  NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

Jeddah Rain 1/3 https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=iSqHf295XtY 
 
Juanito Ayson 
 

https://goo.gl/maps/d
rBmcQV6DrC2 
 

NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 
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Jeddah Rain 2/3 https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=OzXiY_-QKmg 
 
 
Juanito Ayson 
 

 NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

Jeddah Rain 3/3 https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=OzXiY_-QKmg 
 
uanito Ayson 
 
 

 NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

jeddah flood 
(Magrib time 
Nov.25,'09 
Bagdadiyah area 
By: RELLY B. 
PALINO) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=WIbVM9OLEHo 
 
rpalino1 

https://goo.gl/maps/f
j753LYFi8F2 
20 cm 

NA 

Bagdadiyah  
 N

A
 

N
ov 2009 

jeddah flood(5+pm 
Nov.25,'09 
Bagdadiyah area 
By.RELLY 
B.PALINO) 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=nTbYf0UxdeQ 
rpalino1 
 

https://goo.gl/maps/f
j753LYFi8F2 
20 cm 

NA 

Bagdadiyah 
 N

A
 

N
ov 2009 

jeddah flood(by 
rellybpalino 
bagdadiyah area) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=qbM7qPg2a3A 
 
rpalino1 
 

https://goo.gl/maps/f
j753LYFi8F2 
20 cm 

NA 

Bagdadiyah 
 N

A
 

N
ov 2009  

Jeddah Rain - 
aslam vellur.mp4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=g2brwY2FnS8&t=44s 
 
aslam2100 
 

https://goo.gl/maps/x
TmzRKyUwkB2 

ةماغرلا قربا , 
 

NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

Jeddah Rain - 
aslam vellur- راطمأ 

1ةدج لویس ةدج .mp4 
(repeated) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=z0Sl-GUkr3Q 
 
aslam2100 

Jack street 
Depth 1.5 - 2 m 
 

NA 
 
 

NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009  

 

Jeddah Rain aslam 
vellur ةدج راطمأ  
നി#യമായും 
കാണുക  لویس

1ةدج  

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=4R2vegiBQL0 
 
aslam2100 

 
0.5 – 1 m 

 مأ دس
ریخلا  

 

NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

 

Jeddah Rain - 
aslam vellur.mp4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=g2brwY2FnS8&t=51s 
 
aslam2100 
 

https://goo.gl/maps/x
TmzRKyUwkB2 

ةماغرلا قربا , 0.5 – 1 m 
 

NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

 

jeddah flood 25 
nov-09.flv 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=unEOD87Klsc 
 
mohammad naseer 
 

https://goo.gl/maps/
NdPArMWEQHE2 
0.5 – 1 m 
 

NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 
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When It Rains, It 
Pours, Then It 
Floods _ Jeddah, 
KSA 
25.Nov.09.wmv 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=Kf2Nqse8OqI 
Nereus Jethro Abad 
 

  NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

JEDDAH FLOOD, 
MADARIS 
STREET, 
BUGHDADIYAH, 
Usman 25 NOV 09 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=ndgX93CtfS8&t=85s 
 
usmanomi 

ةیدادغبلا سرادملا عراش  
20 cm 

NA 
bughdadiyah  

N
A

 

D
ec 2009 

JEDDAH 
FLOOD,MADARI
S 
STREET,BAGHD
ADIYAH,Usman 
25NOV 09 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=FI66R4GiAhw 
 
usmanomi 
 

ةیدادغبلا سرادملا عراش  
 
20 cm 

 

bughdadiyah  

N
A

 

D
ec 2009  

Jeddah on 25th 
Nov '09 (Live 
Coverage) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=2bFiRacNwgo 
Saad Patel 
 

https://goo.gl/maps/8
iBNvB7sy3o 
0.5 -0.7 m 
 

NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009  

Jeddah heavy rain 
& flooding 
25.11.2009 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=eMNa2mO9G84 
 
suhaibkhusro 
 

https://goo.gl/maps/b
wrLSGBktHE2 

ةیفرشلا  0.5 m 
 
 
 

70mm 
84 
 

NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

Jeddah rain 
aftermath.mp4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=QcnUBIxJaas 
 
suhaibkhusro 

هللادبع  the“  كلملا قیرط قفن
water 
level at 
nite at 
wali al 
ahd, 
reached 
the total 
height 
of the 
bridge, 
which 
is 
5.5m!” 
 

NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

chaos @ sitteen 
street.mp4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=awAHQJqOyTg 
 
suhaibkhusro 
 

NA 70mm 
 

Sitteen street 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

Jeddah rain.mp4 https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=CD4ejJTXgTg 
 
suhaibkhusro 
 

https://goo.gl/maps/F
hYTud5D88R2 
 

70mm 
 

NA 

 N
ov 2009 
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Jeddah Under the 
Rain (Nov 25, '09) 
- Video 1 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=hyS-iWa62oU 
 
Rakan Tarabzoni 
 
 

0.5 - .08 m NA 
 

NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

worst flood in 
jeddah .mp4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=4fmBDPUyBR4&t=32s 
 
nancymarcelo 
 

Damages one day 
after sale 
 
https://goo.gl/maps/2
CUskbZAom72 
 
 

makkah 
road 
 

NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

jeddah Rain 
Disaster ةدج راطما - 

 كلملا قیرط قفن قرغ
هللادبع  

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=RBwDipU-1Ag 
 
 
SHaNSHooN111 
 
 

https://goo.gl/maps/k
gYU5ps3KaR2 
 
 هللادبع كلملا قیرط 4303

ةیبرغلا ةیدادغبلا ،يعرفلا  
 

“  قفن
 قیرط
 كلملا
 هللادبع
 ناقرغ
لماكلاب  

full” 

 قفن
 قیرط
 كلملا
هللادبع  

N
A

 

N
ov 2009  

Jeddah rain drawns 
a 15 meters depth 
cross bridge 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=TPzyg118EEQ&t=26s 
 
xxseliasxx 
 
 

 
https://goo.gl/maps/k
gYU5ps3KaR2 
 

 
15 
meters 
depth 
under 
bridge 
Total 
depth 
of 84 
 

15 m 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009  

 

Floods in Jeddah https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=2mhyww9Mdqs 
 
No Comment TV 
 

 NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

 

Jeddah Rain Flood 
-3 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=vhxHXob3cMA 
Raed J. Smadi 
 
 
 

0.5 m NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

 

JEDDAH FLOOD https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=R4Sy-IbKICY 

ةزیوق ةماغرلا قربا   , 
https://goo.gl/maps/b
jkU1LdG9rN2 
https://goo.gl/maps/i
f9b7t7vEYN2 

NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

 

 لطبلا نعریرقت
 ناخ نامرف يناتسكابلا

ًاقیرغ 14 ذقنأ يذلا  

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=SIK3A4akQ2Y 
 
Mohmmed Ayedh 
 

تازرحلا  NA NA 

N
A

 

D
ec 2009 

Major flooding in 
the city of Jeddah 
in 2009 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=nMjmJeglito 
 
 
Mohd Sukiman Junoh 
 

 NA NA 

N
A

 

Feb 2014 
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jeddah flood.mp4 https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=f_54B8gnOWc 
 
Waqas Bashir 
 
 

https://goo.gl/maps/x
TmzRKyUwkB2 

ةماغرلا قربا , 
 
 

NA NA 

يح
لا 

ماس
ر

 

N
ov 2011 

Jeddah floods 
Flood destroys 
everything 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=9hnkBz1DHzE 
 
Al shayilat | The official 
channel ılıllı 
 

Jack street 
Depth 1.5 - 2 m 

عیرسلا نیمرحلا قیرط  
 
 

NA NA 

N
A

 

M
ay 2012  

Jeddah flood Ali 
Chalil 
edakkaparamba 
(vellappokkam) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=uVQseYqbvnA 
 
alichalil007 

0.5 – 1 m NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

    

Rain in Jeddah 
25/11/2009 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=iWQe1PBw_Rk 
 
aisallkhan12 
 

https://goo.gl/maps/
NdPArMWEQHE2 
 

 ،هللادبع كلملا قیرط
ةیفرشلا  

30 cm 
 

NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

Rain Central 
Jeddah 25-11-
09.mp4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=Uc6o85HtAAE 
 
Mohammed Alam 
 

20 com 
 

bagdadi
ya 
 

NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

Rain at Jeddah on 
25.11.2009.mp4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=xtSUzbq2o0c 
 
Mohammed Iqbal 
 

https://goo.gl/maps/
NdPArMWEQHE2 

 ،هللادبع كلملا قیرط
،ةیفرشلا  

 
 

“King 
Abdulla
h Street 
near 
Hail 
Street" 

NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

Jeddah Rain  
https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=13crxnGlQNg 
 
Javed Iqbal 

https://goo.gl/maps/f
v7puVjG2e92 
 
10 cm 

 
NA 

 
NA 

 N
A

 

 N
ov 2009 

rain in jeddah ksa 
not good 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=2c600s9hFVk 
 
Soulkillerksa 

0.5 m NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

JEDDAH 
HIGHWAY 2 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=dBKZ_CGhzc8 
 
Ayman Aljilani 
 

https://goo.gl/maps/
Q2xQqXnLrt52 
 

ةماغرلا قربا , 

NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

Jeddah High way 
Streams3 - Jeddah 
Flood ناضیف ةثراك 

ةدج لویسو  

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=AjW9a6zm1QE 
 
amesawa 

Not flooded NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 
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flood in jeddah 
saudi arab .mp4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=02M3JbIpp6g 
 
 
khanamir2kk 

NA 
 

NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

Rain in Jeddah 
Wednesday 25 
Nov. 2009 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=gYNWwk2Wsnc 
Sirajuddin Ahmed 

NA NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

JEDDAH FLOOD https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=uIPRbBSaG8g 
 
Ahmed Hussain 
 

https://goo.gl/maps/5
Tccy8RhSXp 
 

NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

Video Jeddah 
Heavy Rain 25th 
Nov 09 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=tARiE-w5CjU 
 
kasf doza 
 

NA NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009  

Jeddah After The 
Rain - an exclusive 
rport of MR. RD 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=biKSjgpfL6Q 
 
Roy Sto. Domingo 

https://goo.gl/maps/b
36f6SvzTPC2 

ةینامیلسلا يح  
5 -10 cm 

NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

   

Jeddah After The 
Rain - an exclusive 
report of aslam 
vellur 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=spJzZNwCglo 
 
aslam2100 

NA NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009  

Underpass after 
rain in Jeddah, 
Nov09 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=WXDcvCTqLlU 

هللادبع  NA NA  كلملا قیرط قفن

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

MINI ONDOY SA 
JEDDAH (NOV 
25, 2009) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=dG_XJ0e6S9U 
 
qt49821 

https://goo.gl/maps/
TWSUCY5ogp42 
 
20 cm 

NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

Jeddah-
QUWAIZAH-2 
After The Rain - an 
exclusive report of 
aslam vellur.mp4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=V14p8oIftc4 
 
slam2100 

QUWAIZAH after 
flood 

NA QUW
AIZA
H 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

DAMAGE 
CAUSED BY 
RAiN iN JEDDAH 
on 25th NOV , 
2009 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=zgL1lf-3ME0 
 
2usman5 
 
 

 
NA 

 
2usman
5 
explain 

NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 
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JEDDAH RAIN 
(25.11.2009) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=vi2b7LoMuRo 
 
kaqeel79 
 

NA 
 

NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

flood in jeddah 
Malabar Bava-
Kodinhi.mp4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=6zwek_R2kAs 
 
amaathkerala 

 
1 – 2 m 

NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

Jeddah - A Flooded 
Desert 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=GqdxmBY5jig&t=19s 
 
Roy Sto. Domingo 
 

10 cm NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

Jeddah Floods Nov 
2009-  قرش تاناضایف

عیرسلا طخلا  part 1 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=w1Hyn5syI9o 
 
Sam B. 

0.5 m NA قرش 
 طخلا

عیرسلا  

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

Flooding rains in 
Jeddah Saudi 
Arabia 25-11-2009 

1430 ةدج لویس  

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=F_bblZ2UpuI 
 
alhlm999 

ةماغرلا قربا ةزیوق  ,  
عیرسلا نیمرحلا قیرط  

NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

Jeddah Rain on 25 
nov 2009 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=1LApCu2rxf0 
 
 
mfkhanz 
 

Non flooded area 
 
 

NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

jeddah after the 
flood disaster 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=PIElvUwVgqc 
 
albert saranguero 

2 dayss after flood NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

Jeddah High way 
Streams2 - Jeddah 
Flood 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=2N6duEqi8OY 
 
amesawa 

 
10 cm 

NA NA 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

Saudi Family 
drown in Jeddah's 
flood 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=xrpBbz6zMLA 
 
fmansouri 
 

 
0.5 m 

NA NA 

N
A

 

 D
ec 2009 

flood in jedaah 
kilo03 saudi arabia 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=xnN9rdKLF4k 
 
mikhu007 
 

 
10 – 15 cm 

NA 

kilo03 
 N

A
 

N
ov 2009 
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Flood and streams 
from Jeddah لویس 

ةدج  

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=X8TjVnTcLDQ 
 
TheSuperfaithfulgirl 
 

https://goo.gl/maps/r
WM1bEqXwt22 
https://goo.gl/maps/P
7CNuVBACxp 
 

عیرسلا نیمرحلا قیرط  
ةماغرلا قربا ةزیوق   

NA NA 
 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

 هدج راطما و لویس
 يح يف هذفان نم ریوصت

ةزیوق  

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=EsFe9RsJSEE&t=111s 
 
FAIZ ALSHEHRI 
 

Jack street 
1.2 – 2 m 

هزیوجلا  
 اذھ

 ریوصتلا
راوجب ” 

 عراش
 لباقم كاج

 ھسردم
 ھطسوتم

 ریمالا
 نب دجام
زیزعلادبع

” 
 

ةزیوق  

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

 دبع فیان ذاقنا هدج ةثراك
ضیعم نمحرلا  

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=QZWtbNyg5zU 
 
MrAbuemad 

0.5 m NA NA 
 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

 ریوصت -ةزیوق لویس
بیھصاب ھماسا .mp4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=ijSVhXiPl1I 
 
Abdulrahman Bin rasheed 

ةزیوق   
 

ةزیوق  
 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

Rain Disaster 
Saudi Arabia Final 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=rQ42Oo6WyCk&t=11s 
 

https://goo.gl/maps/v
8pzjZAc6zH2 
https://goo.gl/maps/i
bSVFgqAK2x 
 
Jack street, ةزیوق  

ةزیوق  
 

ةزیوق  
 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

Jeddah Rain 2009 https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=lD80zkTKclk 
 
456ar 

https://goo.gl/maps/
D2C9mayt3Uq 
https://goo.gl/maps/z
Cf13aXKpRE2 
 
Jack street ة زیوق  
 

NA NA 
 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

Saudi Flash floods 
-Amateur 
Video....deadly 
Jeddah flood 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=PgsfPrTnV4k 
 
asif1ly 

 NA NA 
 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009  

Jeddah Floods Nov 
2009 -  مل ایرصح

 رامدلا لبق نم ضرعی
هدج لویس لئاھلا  

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=chKOVTabCj 
nspire SS 
 

https://goo.gl/maps/o
R7ZrQAHqyF2 
https://goo.gl/maps/a
xSiD7B5Run 
https://goo.gl/maps/
YsfoDbxRFNz 
 

تایلكلا عراش  
Jack street ةزیوق  

NA NA 
 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 
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jeddah flood brave 
saudi saved a 
family 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=TmugMfbSagI 
 
tauseef57 

20 – 30 cm NA NA 
 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

Jeddah Raining 
26th November 
2009 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=qyFChqCllwA 

10 -15 cm 
One day after flood 

NA NA 
 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

heavy rain in 
jeddah on high1 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=TQ1ytPgQFhg 
 
malikhamoud48 

عیرسلا نیمرحلا قیرط  
After flood 

NA NA 
 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

flood in jeddah 25 
nov 2009 bani 
malik dist by 
RASHID ALI.mp4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=NfZwHuU2QD4&t=2s 
 
SAYTH RASHID 
 

0.5 m NA Bani 
malik 
 

N
A

 

N
ov 2009  

 عیرسلا طخلا ةدج لویس
 1430 ةجحلا وذ 8 يف

ـھ  

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=yaoXKrbTFkI 
 
zmany00 

عیرس طخ  
 

NA طخلا 
عیرسلا  

N
A

 

N
ov 2009 

 نع ةیبرعلا حابص ءاقل
 هللادبع - نامرف ةلمح

نادمحلا  

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=ZE3F0m39338 
 
alhamdanorg 
 

 يلع نامرف دیھشلا عراش
ناخ  

NA NA 

اش
عر

لا 
یھش

ف د
امر

 ن
لع

 ي
اخ

ن
 

D
ec 2009 

 لطبلا نع ملیف نامراف
 نامرف دیھشلا يناتسكابلا

ناخ يلع  

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=_dHFeZGxVTg 
 
mbc group 

ةراجتلل نیطبابلا ةكرش مامأ  NA NA 

١١
رط

قی
م 

 ةك
لیك

 و
امأ 

 م
رش

 ةك
بلا

با
یط

 ن
تلل

اج
ةر

 

June 2018 
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Appendix B: 

 
AUTHOR 

TEXT LANGUAGE LINK DATE 

 قبس ةفیحص
ةینورتكلإلا  

@sabqorg  

 ىركذ اھلھأ ناھذأ ىلإ دیعت
 ..2009 ماع لویسلا ةثراك

قیقحتلاب تابلاطمو   

Arabic https://twitter.com/sabqorg/st
atus/933072015778631680 

12:37 PM - 21 Nov 
2017 

يواوھلا  
@huawei_34 

ةدج#  ركذتا  يف رطمت نیح
 يلع نامرف ؟دحاو صخش
 صخش ١٤ ذقنا يذلا ناخ

 ھفرج مث ٢٠٠٩ ماع يف
 -هللا ھمحر-تامو لویسلا

 ... لطب ةصق رصقا.
قرغت_هدج#  

Arabic https://twitter.com/huawei_3
4/status/93305033755608268
8  

11:11 AM - 21 Nov 
2017 

 انحا شیلعم
لدھبتنب  

@MoojjEdda
h 
More 

 ةدج يف الإ رركتی ال ثدح
 قرغو دحاو ناكمل نیتروص

 ىلوألا امھنیب قرافلا دحاو
 يلوقت 2015 ةیناثلاو 2009

قرغت_ةدج#   عیراشم

Arabic https://twitter.com/MoojjEdd
ah/status/6666341373448069
16 

7:08 AM - 17 Nov 2015 

 يناطحقلا رماع
600K 
@AmerAlQa
7tani 

 
يف رطمت نیح  # ةدج  ركذتا 

 يلع نامرف ؟دحاو صخش
 صخش ١٤ ذقنا يذلا ناخ

 ھفرج مث ٢٠٠٩ ماع يف
 - هللا ھمحر - تامو لویسلا

لطب ةصق رصقأ . 

Arabic https://twitter.com/AmerAlQ
a7tani/status/9330781174632
65282 

1:02 PM - 21 Nov 2017 

يلعلا روصنم  
@maalaliz 

# ةریصق_ةصق  يلع نامرف 
 ادیھش تام ةیسنجلا يناتسكاب

 14ذاقنا دعب 2009 ماع
تداعو نامرف تام !ناسنا  

# قرغت_ةدج دیدح نم   .! 

Arabic https://twitter.com/maalaliz/s
tatus/667030491195920386 

9:23 AM - 18 Nov 2015 

Parody 
account 
3@asalaswad 

 
# قرغت_هدج   2009  ماع

 ”ناخ نامرف“يناتسكابلا ذقنأ
 لبق قرغلا نم صخش14

ً احاورأ بیرغلا ذقنأ ھقرغ
اھقرغ ءارمألا داسف ببس :)  

Arabic https://twitter.com/3asalaswa
d/status/53621429096585625
6 

9:47 AM - 22 Nov 2014 

Andleeb 
AbbasVerifie
d account 
@AndleebAb
bas Feb 18 

Crown Prince 
announces health 
center in KP after 
Farman Ali.. Nov 
2009, in Jeddah flash 
floods  Farman Ali 
Khan tied a rope to 
his waist and jumped 

English https://twitter.com/AndleebA
bbas/status/10974506455468
27776 

2:59 AM - 18 Feb 2019 
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in water to rescue 
people. He saved 14 
lives but lost his 
own...#HumanityFirst
#SaluteMBS 
#SaluteIK 

Ammar Taher 
@Ammar_M
T 

In this rare heavily 
raining day, we all 
remember Farman 
Khan, the hero & 
muslim brother from 
#Pakistan #Jeddah 
#Hero 

English https://twitter.com/Ammar_
MT/status/536078879660572
672 

12:48 AM - 22 Nov 
2014 

Arab News 
Pakistan 
Verified 
account 
@arabnewspk 

#Saudi 
#CrownPrinceinPakis
tanhonors 2009 
#Jeddah flood hero 
#FarmanKhan | Here 
is a reminder of how 
he gave his life to 
save 14 people: 
https://goo.gl/vJLfp7  

English https://twitter.com/arabnews
pk/status/1097424356660183
041 

1:15 AM - 18 Feb 2019 

Bernard 
Koech 
@KoechBern
ard 

it's now severe 
drought. Floods are 
going to follow. How 
is Kenya preparing? 
Look at this video 
from Jeddah, KSA. 
Floods can strike 
when and where you 
least expected. 
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=bvCgC
JCHwD4 
…#JamboKenya 

English https://twitter.com/KoechBer
nard/status/11086388091415
06048 

12:57 AM - 21 Mar 
2019 

نیمسلا بلعثل  
@pwrmez 

 يف ىفوت ةیسنجلا يناتسكاب
 ھیلع هللا ھمحر 2009 ماع
 رشع ةعبرأ ذقنأ امدعبً اقرغ

 تقو توملا نمً اصخش
 لواح امنیح ةدج ةنیدم لویس
 رشع سماخلا صخشلا ذاقنإ

 مث ءاملا ىلا ھلوزن بلطت
قرغو ھفرج  

Arabic https://twitter.com/pwrmez/st
atus/1109350436685922304 

12:05 AM - 23 Mar 
2019 

نآلا ةدج  | 
JeddahNow 
@JeddahNow 

 
تقرغ 2009  # ةدج  2010 

 2011 لویس عیراشم
 2012 لویس عیراشم
 2013 لویس عیراشم
 2014 لویس عیراشم
 2015 لویس عیراشم
 2016 لویس عیراشم

Arabic https://twitter.com/JeddahNo
w/status/9330064805252218
89 

8:17 AM - 21 Nov 2017 
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تقرغ 2017 لویس عیراشم  
# ةدج  # نالا_ةدج  

 قبس ةفیحص
ةینورتكلإلا Verifi

ed account 
@sabqorg 

 قرغت ةدج راطمأ ..روصلاب
 ىركذ دیعتو ةزیوق يح

2009 لویس  

Arabic https://twitter.com/sabqorg/st
atus/536133984116166656 

4:27 AM - 22 Nov 2014 

فوعضلا قوقح  
@hukusfof 

نالا_هدج#  عراش لاح اذھ
 يتلا تارایلملا .. ھلد

 فیرصت عیراشمل تدصر
 ةدج لویس ةثراك ذنم لویسلا

!؟ تبھذ نیأ 2009 ماع  

Arabic https://twitter.com/hukusfof/s
tatus/1070205494223081472 

10:37 PM - 4 Dec 2018 

يدماغلا جارس  
@SerajAlgha
mdi 

 - 2009 ةدج لویس ةثراك -
 اھقالغإ دعب ةیضقلا فلم حتف

 ولو .. قحلا رھظیس 2017
نیح دعب .. 

# داسفلا_براحی_كلملا  

Arabic https://twitter.com/SerajAlgh
amdi/status/92691497373278
2080 

1:52 PM - 4 Nov 2017 

 داعس
يرمشلا Verified 

account 
@SouadALsh
ammary 

ضایرلا_ةبخنلا_ىقتلم# 
 ةرطف يعوطتلا لمعلا

 2009 ةیدوعسلا#  ماع ف
ةدج_لویس#  ضرالا تقشنا

 موی لالخ هأجف تجرخأو
 اومدقت ھباشو باش 7000

 ھفاحصلا تبتك عوطتلل
 ةرضاح تناك يتلا ةیبرغلا

 يدوعسلا بابشلا دھشملل
 لكشب يعوطتلا لمعلل مظنم
 بیردت نودب وھو يتسجول

 اذھ ةرطف يھ لوقا كلذل
لمازلا بیجن د نطولا  

Arabic https://twitter.com/SouadALs
hammary/status/9493007106
83836416 

7:25 AM - 5 Jan 2018 

 حالص
شراخم Verified 

account 
@mekarsh 

 قرش لویسلل يزارتحا دس(
 لولحلا عورشم نمض ) ةدج

 دعب تئشنا يتلا ةلجاعلا
 ناك، ةدج يف م 2009 لویس

ةدج#   اریبك مویلا هرود

Arabic https://twitter.com/mekarsh/s
tatus/666669219136819200 

9:28 AM - 17 Nov 2015 

 دمحأ
جفرعلا Verified 

account 
@Arfaj1 

جفرعلا_نم_ةمولعم#  ریرقت
 يدیدخلا مازع قلأتملا انلیمز
 يلوالا ةدج لویس ةثراك نع

 الھای جمانربل2009 ماع
YouTube  -  

Arabic https://twitter.com/Arfaj1/sta
tus/666667254310969346 

9:20 AM - 17 Nov 2015 
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 �﮼� ،ةیواجرش 
@sharjah1122 

 : ءاعدلاو ركذلا قحتسی
ناخ_نامرف#   لطبلا دیھشلا

 نم صخش 14 ذقنأ يذلا
 راطمأ يف ھتافو لبق قرغلا

 2009 ةدج#  ماع
هدج_لویس#  

Arabic https://twitter.com/sharjah11
22/status/6665985842346803
20 

4:47 AM - 17 Nov 2015 

 نیع
مویلا Verified 

account 
@3alyoum 

 
# ةدج  ریكذت دیعت راطمألا : 

 نیطسلف عراش ناكس
2009 ةثراك”ـب ″ 

http://www.3alyoum.
com/?p=398172  

Arabic https://twitter.com/3alyoum/s
tatus/536281717091233792 

2:14 PM - 22 Nov 2014 

Banan 
Alfayez  
@Ban_an 

 لویس - 2009 لیاح لویس
 هدج لویس - 2010 هدج
 ھلكشملا ... 2011 هرملا

 داسفلا وً ادج هرییییبك
ربككككككأ اندنع يرادإلا  

Arabic https://twitter.com/Ban_an/st
atus/31802145988681728 

11:53 AM - 30 Jan 2011 

sting sting 
@sting24681
0 

 
 -- ویدیفلا اذھ نم ققحت

Jeddah flood  ةدج لویس 
 بعرلا يف تارایسلا ثداوح

 2009 سانلا عم
http://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=bvCgCJ
CHwD4 … via 
@youtube 

Arabic https://twitter.com/sting2468
10/status/3113441460801536
0 

3:39 PM - 28 Jan 2011 

D 🕊 
@scarce987 

Check this video out  -
 2009 ةدج لویس -
 يكلم نایب ودصو...

http://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=Kw3X4
rjbU9o … via 
@youtube 

Arabic https://twitter.com/scarce987
/status/30999694842793984 

6:44 AM - 28 Jan 2011 

Jonathan 
Santiago 
@dagger5672 

Check this video out  -
 راطمأ / ةدج تاناضیف -

 ةزیوق ةدج لویس /ةدج
http://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=s6XAeP
15Slo … via 
@youtubejeddah 
flood 2009 november 

Arabic https://twitter.com/dagger567
2/status/30187226147061760 

12:56 AM - 26 Jan 2011 

AA 
@zahmadz_ 

كناسل حص RT 
@maghamdi 

 لویس ةثراك 25/11/2009
 نع لفغی رتیوت .. ةدج

 ىركذلا
http://tl.gd/75gqnv 

Arabic https://twitter.com/zahmadz_
/status/7908752787251200 

1:29 PM - 25 Nov 2010 
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Jeddah Girl 
7@asnaa 

7asnaa ةقلح ةدج لویس 
-12-22 انتلش ةصاخ

 ةقلح ةدج لویس :2009
-12-22 انتلش ةصاخ
يكلم يتایح :ررحملا2009   

يلعت ... 
http://bit.ly/cQyf8X 

Arabic https://twitter.com/7asnaa/sta
tus/26263058311 

5:42 AM - 3 Oct 2010 

NBA 
Highlights 
@NBA_High
Lightss 

YouTube  يف راطما - 
 هللادبع كلملا ةعماج

25/11/2009  ةدج لویس :
 .هللادبع كلملا ةعماج قرغت

56216 views. 
asdyoy67 · 
http://url4.eu/1qAFJ 

Arabic https://twitter.com/NBA_Hig
hLightss/status/10642711802 

3:52 PM - 17 Mar 2010 

Syed Ali Raza 
AbidiVerified 
account 
@abidifacto 

Aazaab-e-Ilahi for 
Wahabistan, Jeddah 
flood ثداوح ةدج لویس 

 عم بعرلا يف تارایسلا
2009 سانلا  

#pakistan#karachi 
#ppp... 
http://bit.ly/8QNGUd 

Arabic https://twitter.com/abidifacto
r/status/7554173808 

3:09 AM - 9 Jan 2010 

هللادبع میسو  
@wazib 

 ایاحض ءامسأ :مھاسنن ال يك
 ةدج لویس

2009http://twitemail.c
om/9HE 

Arabic https://twitter.com/wazib/stat
us/86111681700311041 

9:39 AM - 29 Jun 2011 

ةیدوعسلا ةفاحصلا  
@SaudiNpres
s 

#Shams  ..رماسلا دس :
 :فوخل لوحت ةیقاو عرد

 رماسلا دس ةدج ةنامأ تأشنأ
 يضاملا لبق ماعلا لویس دعب

 ...اھألا ةنأمطل »2009«
http://bit.ly/ecbfEr 

Arabic https://twitter.com/SaudiNpr
ess/status/323051232962805
76 

9:11 PM - 31 Jan 2011 

ينھجلا  
@asssdk77 

 ةدج تاناضایف ریخ لوق
 2009 يوخاای حصالاب

 هللا ءاش نا حاورا ھیف تحار
 رارض الب نورطمتسی
  هوركم نم اھلھا ظفحیو

Arabic https://twitter.com/asssdk77/
status/106975841014355558
4 

5:00 PM - 3 Dec 2018 

يحجیورلا دمحأ  
@ahma322 

 ھیوقلا اھتالاح بلغا هدج
 ىسنن الو ربمفون يف تثدح

 هریھشلا هدج تاناضایف
 ربمفون٢٥ يف تلصح يتلاو

 نم ریثكلا اھریغو ٢٠٠٩
هربتعملا تالاحلا  

Arabic https://twitter.com/ahma322/
status/925670037389758464 

3:25 AM - 1 Nov 2017 
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حاطبلا دایز  
@Ziyad_A 

:: GReader  مغر ::
 تاناضایف مغر - :٢٠٠٩

 تلاز ال ةنیدم قرغ و ةدج
 ...يع يف سورع

http://bit.ly/7A1MnO 

Arabic https://twitter.com/Ziyad_A/s
tatus/7255970258 

6:29 PM - 31 Dec 2009 

Hakeem 
Tarabulsi 
@hakeemtara
bulsi 

 ةعیظفلاب تسیل - تاناضایف
ایسینودنإ# بعشلاو -  يف

 اولاعت بیط ً،ارھاظتم جرخ
ةدج#   يف راص شیإ اوفوش

 نوھتو 2011/2009 يماع
ةیدوعسلا#   !مكتبیصم مكیلع

Arabic https://twitter.com/hakeemtar
abulsi/status/2918579190357
27872 

2:42 AM - 17 Jan 2013 

،،رماع  
@bnfarhan1 

 دعب داع وھ ھقیقحلا يف نكلو
 ببسب ھمكاحملا ىضق
2009 هدج تاناضایف  

Arabic https://twitter.com/bnfarhan1
/status/317408629319929856 

3:51 PM - 28 Mar 2013 

يدماغلا هللادبع  
@aghamdi44 

 
 تاناضایف يف ببستملا وھو

 ایسآ سأك ةراسخو ةدج
جیلخلا ةمزأو ٢٠٠٩  

Arabic https://twitter.com/aghamdi4
4/status/10626436740629504
00 

1:49 AM - 14 Nov 2018 
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